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Grant could give USD law $1.8M to help foster kids
By Libbv Jenilek
The USD School of Law's Chil
dren's Advocacy Institute is among the
contenders to receive a $1.8 million
grant from San Diego County to assist
the area's faltering foster care youth.
Last month, the CAI submitted
a three-pronged proposal, called the
Transition Life Coach plan, which ad
dresses the legal, financial and mentalhealth needs of foster youth.
The TLC plan is one of many pro
posals answering San Diego County's
call for plans to help youth 16 to 24

years of age who are or previously
were in the state child welfare system,
termed transition age foster youth. The
proposal selected will receive $ 1.8 mil
lion to start a pilot program.
"The TLC Plan would be the first
of its kind in the nation, and represents,
by far, the best chance these kids have
for self-sufficiency," CAI Executive
Director Bob Fellmeth said. "It is
amazing to those of us in this field that
it is not the normal approach [already],
much less that nobody has done it."
The TLC plan strives to replicate
the parent-child relationship, CAI
Administrative Director Elisa Weichel

said. It includes a "coach," a trust fund
and periodic mental health screenings.
The coach, appointed by the court when
the foster youth turns 16, is a person
whom the youth already knows and
trusts. The coach serves as a mentor
and helps to develop a self-sufficiency
plan for the youth in cooperation with
county and court officials.
The trust fund portion of the plan
allocates $50,000 per foster child,
and approximates the amount parents
would spend in continued support of a
non-foster child after the age of 18.
Competition is stiff, but the CAI
remains hopeful that their proposal will
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Although the CAI views the TLC
plan as the ideal model for assisting
foster youth, Weichel said, the focus of
the project is to give foster youth the
help they deserve, rather than only win
ning the grant.
"Even if we don't get it [the grant],
we're tickled that there's some pro
gram out there dedicated to getting that
money to foster youth," Weichel said.
According to the CAI, not enough
of the funds generated by Proposition
63, the Mental Health Services Act,
are being used for transition age foster
See CAI, Page 2
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be chosen this January. The TLC plan
has support from many leaders in the
San Diego community, including Dis
trict Attorney Bonnie Dumanis, former
San Diego County Sheriff William
Kolender, Presiding Juvenile Court
Judge Cynthia Bashant and former
San Diego Mayor Susan Golding, who
started the San Diego Child Abuse
Prevention Foundation. The nonprofit
organizations VIP Mentors, which pro
vides mentoring services for parolees,
and Dependency Legal Group, which
provides legal services for dependent
youth in San Diego, have also ex
pressed their support.
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Like the angry occupiers camping
out in just about every major city
across the U.S., USD's professor
of Theology and Religious Studies
Aaron Gross is fed up with corporate
systems that hurt the majority. Yet,
unlike the sign-wielding activists,
Gross knows what he wants - to end
factory farming.
Founded in 2007 by Gross, Farm
Forward is an nonprofit organization
committed to redefining the current
agricultural model into a more
sustainable and less harmful system.
As reported by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, over 99 percent of
consumer meat comes from factory
farms.
According
to
the
Pew

Commission, part of the non
governmental
public
policy
organization Pew Charitable Trusts,
mass production of food animals
in the U.S. is "unsustainable" and
poses risks to public health, to the
environment and to the animals being
raised. Gross names prolonged animal
suffering, global warming and water
pollution as primary offenses of the
factory farming system.
"The problem with factory
farming is that it created a food
system that isn't interested in feeding
people. It's sole interest is profit. This
may work well if you are producing
cell phones, but food is different,"
Gross said.
When animals are
packed
together like products on a shelf, the
See FARM, Page 2
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USD among leading universities
for mobile app development
By Bernadette Smith
USD's Enterprise Administrative
Systems and Services team is a
diverse planning group of developers
recruited from all over the world who
have been the driving force behind the

university's leading suite of mobile
apps.
EASS is one of three teams within
Information Technology Services that
oversees large-scale technological
and
campus
communication
projects, in addition to Banner and
the MySanDiego portal. According

to Director of EASS Indra Bishop,
the team's focus is to provide
innovative,
student-centric
and
flexible application support, allowing
for efficient information distribution
across multiple interfaces, including

Photo courtesy of Farm Forward

See MOBILE, Page 3

USD professor ofTheology and Religious Studies Aaron Gross started the nonprofit
Farm Forward in 2007, with a mission of revamping the meat cultivation system in the U.S.

Pictures of the past: A portrait of Bill Grier's tenure at USD
up to.
"I had a lot of concerns coming
off that year about how a young group
would handle a season like that." Grier
says.
It's a moment of honesty, a quality
that Grier displays throughout the entire
course of the conversation, and one
that should surprise no one. Just about
every account from those that have met
him depict Grier as one of the most
genuine men in the entire sport. He is
an unassuming man, with a clean-cut
hairdo and picture-perfect smile that
seem more fit for a car salesman than
a head coach of a Division I basketball
team. Yet, Grier is anything but a
salesman. He understands where he
came from and the standards he is now
expected to live up to, and he doesn't try
to sell his story as anything but.

By Chris Hanneke
The picture hanging on the back
wall of Bill Grier's office depicts a
moment forever etched into Toreros
basketball lore. It's a photo of former
University of San Diego forward De'Jon
Jackson elevating over University of
Connecticut forward Stanley Robinson
in the final seconds of the opening round
matchup of the 2008 NCAA Tournament.
What happened following the release
of Jackson's shot will forever have its
place in the story of USD basketball. As
it happens, the shot goes in, and 13-seed
USD stuns 4-seed UConn for the first
and, to this day, only NCAA Tournament
victory in the history of the program.
Just as the story of USD basketball
can't be told without "the shot," the
story of Bill Grier would be equally
impossible to tell without it, and that
could be precisely why that picture hangs
on the back wall of his office. It would
seem impossible to see that moment as
anything other than the biggest moment
in the coaching career of Bill Grier,
and the multiple newspaper clippings
hanging on the wall next to that picture
depicting the celebration following
Jackson's shot would suggest the same.
But there is something almost eerie
in the action of the photo itself. Jackson
is suspended in time, the entire future of
the program resting in the ball that has
yet to leave his hand.

A Coach's Beginnings

Photo by Anne Brady

USD men's basketball coach Bill Grier is entering his fifth season on the job. He enters
this season hoping to build on past trials and triumphs to get the program back on track.

In his office, as Grier sits back in
his desk chair and retells the story of
that game, it's hard not to look at that
picture and, knowing how everything
will play out, not just in that game, but
in the next four years of the program, see

it as anything but the last moment before
he would be forever judged differently.
Winning tournament games is a dream
for every coach, but when one does it
in his first year on the job, it creates a
standard that is almost impossible to live

Understanding where Bill Grier
came from could explain how he became
so down-to-earth to begin with. He grew
up in a small town called Cottage Grove,
Oregon, most famous for the being the
location where the final parade scene of
"Animal House" was filmed, some of
which Grier was in attendance for.
It was during his time at Cottage
Grove High School that Grier met nowhead coach of Gonzaga basketball, Mark
Few. Though he played basketball in
high school and a little bit at community
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college, Grier's playing days ended
when he transferred to the University
of Oregon, where he earned a Bachelor
of Science degree. Even during his time
at Oregon, however, Grier had no real
plans to become a coach, until a trip
back to Cottage Grove High School
changed all of that.
"I just so happened to watch a
game at my old high school and it was
a different coach than who I played
for," Grier says. "I ran into him and he
asked me if I had any interest in coming
down and working with the guards on
some things. I'd never really thought of
coaching up to that point."
Just as did his small-town
beginnings, Grier's career trajectory
suggests an equally unassuming path to
where he is today. He put in time first
as a volunteer coach at Cottage Grove,
then as the coach of the freshmen team,
then junior varsity, then varsity, and then
as head coach at another high school
altogether.
It was at this point when another of
Grier's connections from Oregon helped
give him his biggest break yet. Dan
Monson was the son of then-head coach
of the Oregon basketball team, Don
Monson, and he ran a camp at which
both Grier and Few used to help out.
When Few and Monson both took
jobs at Gonzaga, Grier followed suit
a couple years after and began as a
See GRIER, Page 16
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Eating fiber
makes you
feel good

A

By Bernadette Smith
There are many reasons why
fiber is fabulous. As a member of the
carbohydrate, aka "sugar" family,
fiber is a gastrointestinal god send.
Not only does it keep your system
regular, but it also helps to promote
weight loss.
Loading up on high-fat, highsugar items such as steak, white flour,
ice cream or any type of fast food,
depletes the body's store of fiber. This
kind of food actually creates a dense
build up in the colon after digestion
that cannot be passed easily without
the help of fiber. When the build
up sits in the colon for an extended
period of time, you experience
constipation, gas and bloat.
Constipation is associated with
weight gain because any extra stores
of fat or sugar that are contained
within the dense colon build up will
replace the body's use of its natural
fat stores. Over time, if the natural
fat stores are not used, unnecessary
fat will accumulate, thus leading to
weight gain.
The role fiber plays in this process
is an important one. Although it is
often referred to as "bulk material," it
does not form colon build up. In fact,
it does the opposite. Fiber loosens the
dense build up in the colon because
it cannot be completely digested and
absorbed by our bodies.
A main form of fiber is cellulose,
the compound in plant cell walls.
When we eat foods like celery or
lettuce, our bodies do not have the
proper enzymes to break down the
cellulose into a form small enough
to absorb. That's why people refer to
celery as a "calorie negative" food.
Celery has a minuscule amount
of absorbable calories and, because
it takes more energy to pass through
your system, people say you end up
with a calorie deficit. Unfortunately,
this pleasant sounding myth is
more of a diet folk tale than it is a
nutritional fact.
When talking about fiber, there
are two specific types: soluble
and insoluble fiber. The difference
between the two categories is their
ability to dissolve in water. As the
names would suggest, soluble fiber
dissolves in water and insoluble
fiber does not. Soluble fiber includes
things like oats, peas, beans, barley,
apples and citrus fruits. According to
the Mayo Clinic website, soluble fiber
plays an important role in regulating
blood
cholesterol
and glucose
levels. It also is shown to decrease
inflammation and blood pressure,
thus affecting cardiac health.
Insoluble fiber includes things
like whole-grain flour, vegetables,
nuts and bran. The important
difference
between
whole-grain
flour and white flour is the way in
which the grains are processed.
White flour is an extremely grounddown version of wheat in which the
grain is essentially stripped of its
"roughness." The roughness is still
intact in whole-grain flour,
which
you experience as the small, crunchy
pieces in whole-grain breads. The
roughness is also what contains the
insoluble material that is the essence
of fiber.
Because it is so highly
processed, white flour loses its fiber
content.
Overall, there are several ways
in which fiber contributes to weight
loss. Because the foods tend to
be complex in structure, meaning
crunchy and solid, they take more
time to chew. When you spend
more time chewing, it decreases the
amount of food you eat over a period
of time. For example, it is far easier
to pound down an entire bowl of
mashed potatoes in five minutes than
it is to swallow broccoli. This also
gives the body more time to register
when it's full.
Secondly, high-fiber foods take
longer for the body to digest, making
you feel full for a longer period of
time. High-fiber foods also tend to
be lower in fat and calorie content,
thus contributing to weight loss. If
you want to know how to get more
fiber into your diet, here's a good
rule: shop only the perimeter of the
grocery store and you will be sure to
find high-fiber galore.
All in all, fiber is a food source
that makes you feel good because
it keeps the system regular and the
waist trim.
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Farm Forward challenges factory farming
FARM, continued from Front Page
land cannot absorb their waste fast
enough which results in bacteria-laden
water runoff. Industrialized farms
create giant cesspools of feces that give
off enormous amounts of methane,
which is 20 times more effective
than carbon dioxide at trapping heat
in our atmosphere. According to the
Environmental
Protection
Agency,
animal agriculture is the largest source
of methane emissions in the U.S.
The Natural Resources Defense
Council reported that over 80 percent
of antibiotics used in the U.S. are added
into livestock feed to preemptively
treat illnesses that commonly occur as
a result of unsanitary living conditions.
Overuse of antibiotics contributes to
the rise of antibiotic resistant bacteria
that harm not only animals, but humans
as well. According to Gross, it is clear
that the current food system needs to be
rethought.
Farm Forward, Gross said, proposes
an alternative food model that removes
"the part of the current system that
benefits no one." Gross explained that it
is possible to continue to eat meat, while
working towards a safer food system.
Farm Forward is unique in that
it brings ethical omnivores together
with vegetarians. While working
with author Jonathan Safran Foer on
Foer's best-selling nonfiction work
"Eating Animals", Gross realized that
vegetarians and ethical omnivores can
work together for a common goal.
According to Gross, there are
vegetarian advocates that do not
address issues related to ethical meat
eating, and there are ethical omnivores
that do not recognize vegetarianism as
a viable option. Gross' organization
accommodates to both positions, which
both detest factory farming.
"Farm Forward is a more inclusive
organization with a broader vision that
more people can subscribe to," Gross
said, "we don't flinch from pointing out
that one of the best ways to fight factory
farming is not to eat animals, but we
also encourage everyone - including
vegetarians - to work with animal
farmers to support truly humane and
sustainable animal agriculture."

Photo courtesy of Aaron Gross

USD professor ofTheology and Religious Studies Aaron Gross (left) visits with Martha Stewart (right) at the 2007 Farm Forward launch
party at the home of Alexa Stewart, host of the television show "Whatever Martha."

Instead of writing witty protest
signs, Farm Forward's main goal is to
end the factory farming of animals,
chickens in particular, and implement a
better system.
Farm Foward's proposed new
system starts with using heritage
genetics instead of industrial genetics.
"Currently, poultry farmers are
raising chickens that grow three times as
fast on one third of the food compared
to the chickens that our grandparents
ate," Gross said. "Imagine a five year
old that looks fifteen and has only eaten

breakfast. That's what we've done to
chickens."
These monstrous chickens suffer
from osteoporosis, can barely support
their own weight and frequently fall into
their own waste.
Heritage chickens would be bred
and raised using animal husbandry, not
the current factory model. Though this
model uses practices from older farming
techniques, it is not anti-innovation.
It would still use automated feeding
and watering and efficiently designed
ventilation, transportation and regulation

techniques.
Farm Forward is dedicated to
ending unsustainable methods of
farming that dominate the U.S. meat
industry and destroy natural resources.
When asked how USD students can get
involved, Gross pointed to our dining
halls. Like the Wall Street occupiers,
Gross said, USD students have power
in numbers and can demand responsible
food in the campus eateries.
For
more
information
visit
FarmForward.com, or visit Gross in his
office in Maher 292.

Members of the Children's Advocacy Institute's Youth Advisory Board, Melissa Lechner (left), Helena Kelly (center) and Mercediz Hand (right), who are all former foster youth,
helped the CAI to draft theTransition Life Coach grant proposal.

CAI's proposal would revolutionize foster care
CAI, continued from Front Page
youth. Although they are considered
the state's children, foster youth are
dropped as soon as they turn 18, and
studies show they are not doing well.
According to the CAI's Fleec
ing of Foster Children report, almost
30,000 youth age out of the foster care
system in the United States every year.
Of those 30,000, nearly 33 percent are
not steadily employed by the age of
24, and 56 percent live below the pov
erty line. Up to 85 percent of foster
youth experience mental health issues
as a result of the abuse and neglect.
A majority of foster youth stud
ied express a desire to attend college,
but only 50 percent complete a high
school education, and a mere 3 per
cent earn four-year degrees.
Current and former foster children
make up 0.2 percent of the population
in California, yet account for nearly
40 percent of the people in Califor
nia's homeless shelters.
In a CAI study that graded Cali
fornia's counties on how well they
assist the transition age foster youth
population, most received Fs. Second
year USD law student Julie Claire
Sheppard, part of the CAI's Foster
Family and Small Family Home In

surance Fund, speaks to the problems
foster youth face.
"Foster children are society's
forgotten children," Sheppard said.
"They are our children in every sense,
but somehow miss out on most of the
services that are provided to normal
children. Who teaches them how to
apply to college? Or how to cook an
egg? Or apply for car insurance?"
After the age of 18, non-foster
care young adults in the U.S. continue
to receive guidance and financial sup
port from their parents at an approxi
mated value of $50,000. Foster care
youth are left with little or no assis
tance once they age out of the system.
The TLC plan is just one example
of the CAI's dedication to helping
foster youth.
The CAI Policy Clinic is cur
rently working on publishing National
Report Cards that grade each state's
laws regarding a child's right to
counsel in dependency case hearings.
Silvia Paz Romero-Gill, an intern with
the Policy Clinic, said the importance
of this effort is paramount.
"Dependency hearings will result
in life-altering decisions for the child,"
Romero-Gill said. "If the child does
not feel they have had a fair chance
to express their views, then they may

feel cheated by the legal system.
These issues are often not discussed in
society since most people do not have
to engage in this type of litigation. It
is an important cause to address and
bring to the public's attention. I am
really pleased to be helping with this
noble project."
Other CAI-sponsored programs
include the Dependency Clinic, which
teams USD law students with attor
neys at the Dependency Legal Group
of San Diego for 16 hours a week to
give legal aid to foster children, and
the Homeless Youth Outreach Project,
which provides legal advocacy for
homeless youth in San Diego County.
The CAI's Educational Represen
tative program helps youth in depen
dency and delinquency proceedings to
make plans for their future education.
Other CAI programs look for solu
tions to the problems of identity theft
among foster youth, and aim to find
alternative options for addressing the
sexual exploitation of minors within
the foster care system.
The CAI has also led litigation ef
forts of its own on behalf of San Diego
foster youth. One case, the first of its
kind in the nation, challenged Califor
nia's foster family home rates, claim
ing the rates were so low that they

dissuaded foster parents from caring
for abused and neglected children.
The suit was successful, and helped to
get foster youth out of group homes,
which are considered less appropriate
and more expensive, and into family
home placements.
A current lawsuit that the CAI
has undertaken challenges the over
burdening caseloads of attorneys ap
pointed to represent foster children
in Dependency Court proceedings.
According to the CAI, some attorneys
have over 300 cases and are ineffec
tive counselors as a result.
The CAI's newest case challenges
regulations that the California Depart
ment of Social Services adopted to
implement SB 39, a bill intended to
improve the disclosure of information
regarding child fatalities due to abuse
or neglect. According to the CAI, the
SB 39 regulations need to be improved
to better protect foster youth.
Sheppard stands behind the im
portance of all of the CAI's efforts.
"The CAI works to make sure
that our children aren't forgotten, and
to extend every possible legal protec
tion to those children," Sheppard said.
"It's an amazing mission, and I'm
proud to be a part of the work the CAI
does."
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
October 26 - October 29

October 26, 2011

October 27, 2011

Location: MARIAN WAY @ WEST PARKING
STRUCTURE

Location: PALOMAR HALL

At 12:10 a.m. Public Safety conducted a routine traffic stop.
Upon investigation, the odor of marijuana was detected
coming from the vehicle and one student was cited for
possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

October 28, 2011
Location: PUBLIC SAFETY

At 12:58 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown person removed a student's
bicycle that was secured in front of Palomar Hall between
Oct. 26 at 9:30 p.m. and Oct. 27 at 12:15 p.m.

October 28, 2011

October 27, 2011

Location: MANCHESTER VILLAGE

October 26, 2011

Location: SPORTS CENTER

Location: KROC INSTITUTE FOR PEACE AND
JUSTICE

At 7:11 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown person removed a student's
wallet from a secured locker on Oct. 27 between 6 p.m. and
7 p.m.

At 2:33 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown person removed gift cards
from an employee's office.

Location: COPLEY LIBRARY
At 7:30 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown person removed a student's
laptop from the library while it was left unattended.

Location: PALOMAR HALL

At 9:22 p.m. Public Safety observed a smashed vehicle
window while on routine patrol. Upon investigation, the right
front passenger window of a visitor's car had been smashed.
Officers were unable to determine what had been stolen
since the victim was not on scene.

October 26, 2011

October 28, 2011

Location: SAN BUENAVENTURA

Location: MAHER HALL

At 5:49 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown person removed a student's
bicycle that was secured in front of San Buenaventura
between Oct. 25 and Oct. 26 at 5:15p.m.

At 5:58 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
weapons violation. Upon investigation, four students were
found in possession of three decorative swords with blade
lengths longer than 2.5 inches.

October 29, 2011

October 27,2011
Location: MISSIONS B LOT

October 26, 2011

At 4:09 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
weapons violation. Upon investigation, a student was found
in possession of a knife with a blade length longer than 2.5
inches.

At 11:19 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation, an unknown person removed a
prescription bottle from a student's residence between Oct.
26 at 10 a.m. and Oct. 27 at 1 a.m.

At 12:21 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, two students witnessed an unknown
male suspect steal a bicycle from the Alcala Vista Apartments
area. The suspect is described as a white male, mid-fifties,
full beard and wearing a black baseball cap, black shorts
and a gray hooded sweatshirt. The bicycle was retrieved
from a nearby location, however, the suspect was unable to
be located.

Anyone having information regarding these
incidents is encouraged to contact Public Safety
at (619) 260-7777.

MySDmobile ITS creators
work magic while off the clock
MOBILE, continued from Front Page
mobile devices, tablets and websites.
"Mobile technology is changing
the world more quickly and profoundly
than any other innovation," Bishop
said.
A main goal of the EASS team is
to refine USD's technical architecture
to allow for information distribution
across multiple interfaces, including
mobile devices, tablets and websites.
While the EASS team is
responsible
for
creating
the
MySDmobile app from the ground
up, the planning process occurred
almost exclusively on the team
members' own time. Bishop led round
table discussions after hours with
the developers to gather innovative
ideas during the app's planning
stages. Members of the EASS team
who helped to build the app include
Shiva Ayalasomayajula, Paul Melia,
Rommel Rico, Steve West and Rahul
Dhiman. Free pizza was an enticing
draw, Bishop joked,but 7,000 recorded
downloads of MySDmobile since its
first release in 2009 is certainly no
laughing matter.
According to Vice Provost and
Chief Information Officer Chris
Wessells, mobile applications are
quickly becoming a mandatory part of
university technologies in the modem
age.
"Mobile applications are among
the most important technologies that
universities need to continuously
improve," Wessells said. "Students
today are digital nomads and want
ubiquitous services and resources
available on their smart phones and
tablet devices."
With the recent release of version
2.1, MySDmobile is now available
on three mobile platforms, iPhone,
Android and Blackberry. The EASS
team developed a different version of
the app for each mobile platform, then
tested and submitted the versions to the
respective mobile device companies.
According to Ayalasomayajula, often
the longest part of the mobile app
development process is waiting for
the companies to review, test and give
feedback prior to the app's approval
for user downloads. For web-enabled
phones that are not iPhone, Blackberry
or Android models, the EASS team
built an optimized MySDMobile
smart website that mimics the features
of the app.

"Continuous
improvement
of our mobile applications is very
important," Wessells said, "and the
team of MySDmobile developers
working for Indra Bishop have done
a terrific job to keep USD among the
leading universities in the country to
offer innovative mobile applications."
Version 3.0, which is expected
to be released in the fall of 2012,
will add authentication features to
allow for increased security and more
sophisticated
transactions. Users
will be asked to enter their USD
credentials before accessing secure
features such as grades, student bills,
course add/drop and other personal
account information.
"The idea is to provide students
with more of a gateway into student
resources like grades and other
services that they can get through the
one stop portal," West said.
After the popularity of Android
phones skyrocketed in 2009 and 2010,
accounting for nearly 40 percent of
the smartphone market, the EASS
team recognized the need to develop
an Android-compatible version of the
app.
Version 2.1 released an Androidcompatible MySDmobile that is
available for download through the
Android Market. Although the USD
Resource Connect feature is not yet
available for Android, nearly all of
the other app's features that appear in
the iPhone version are included in the
Blackberry and Android versions.
MySDmobile version 2.1 also
includes a new feature for the iOS
platform, Apple's mobile operating
system, called
USD
Resource
Connect, which links users with
services and information for a variety
of campus departments. Developed in
partnership with Student Wellness, the
USD Connect feature is a spin-wheel
application that capitalizes on unique
iOS functions. This type of specialized
feature is difficult to replicate for
Blackberry and Android counterparts.
The USD Resource Connect
feature is an example of inter
departmental collaboration, as the
project's lead developer is a full-time
MBA student at USD, named Robin
Luo, who worked closely with the
EASS team.
Several limiting factors have
developed into complex strategy
questions for the EASS team. The
smartphone market is anything but
stagnant, and new operating systems
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and devices seem to be released almost
monthly basis. ITS is faced with
the problem of how to develop a
sustainable long term suite of mobile
apps that can support the multiple
platforms of smartphones while at the
same time facilitate upgrades across
the platforms with relative ease.
"Surging ahead with limited
resources does pose a huge challenge,"
Bishop said. "We have been very
successful in using a communitywide approach to meet this challenge
by tapping into the skills of our
developers from other teams and
student and staff expertise on campus.
We hope to continue to use this power
of crowdsourcing to expand mobile
applications at USD."
The question of consistency
across the different mobile platforms
has also raised concern. When
building an app native to a mobile
platform, as opposed to a generic app
skeleton usable on any platform, it can
be difficult to keep features consistent
in all subsequent versions.
Native apps are advantageous
because they run faster and look
better because they utilize features
unique to a device's mobile platform.
The disadvantage is that they can be
hard to maintain because developers
are expected to release updates about
twice a year, which requires three
rounds of lengthy coding and testing
periods per update. The ideal solution,
according to Ayalasomayajula, would
be to update the app for all three
platforms without losing critical speed
and efficiency performance.
ITS launched the first version of
MySDmobile for iPhone and mobile
web in 2009 after signing a contract
with Terribly Clever, a website and
mobile app developing company, to
build the first generation of USD's
mobile applications. USD then
became one of the first 20 universities
to launch iPhone applications in
August 2009.
The tram tracking feature, one of
the most popular app features among
students, debuted in October 2010
when ITS released the 2.0 version.
The app displays tram locations on a
moving map based on live feed data
sent from responders in the trams.
Students with ideas for new apps
or for additional app features can send
their suggestions to mysandiego@
sandiego.edu. For more information
about the MySDmobile app, visit
my.sandiego.edu/mobile.
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Team Fab Five wins the Alpha Chi-Raoke competition onThursday Oct. 27 in UC Forum
C.The fundraiser benefitedThe Rock Church domestic violence programs.

Chi-Raoke event helps
domestic violence victims
By Flallie Tufts
USD's Alpha Chi Omega
hosted its first
ever Alpha ChiRaoke philanthropy event, a twist
on traditional karaoke similar to the
hit television show "Don't Forget
the Lyrics." The philanthropy event
supported victims of domestic
violence and took place Thursday,
Oct. 27 in UC Forum C.
The event's focus on music was
fitting in the context of Alpha Chi's
original founding. The sorority's first
constitution cited Alpha Chi's main
goal as "attaining the highest musical
culture" for its members.
"I'm so proud that Alpha Chi
has a new philanthropy event that
is connected to our musical roots,"
Tracy Zetts, a member of the Alpha
Angels team, said.
Participants
were
randomly
assigned songs, then shown lyrics of
the song for the first minute it was
played. The lyrics were then taken
away and the singers had to continue
singing, filling in the missing words
as the music played. Five student
teams of two lead singers and five
backup dancers entertained the crowd
with their vocals, creative dances,
costumes and lyrical knowledge.
The participating teams were
Alpha Angels, Life Savers, Fab Five,
Team Theta and Team Kappa. The
event's four judges, USD Alpha Chi
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alumnae Bernadine Locsin, Alexa
Tierney and Brooke Einspanier, and
University of California San Diego
Alpha Chi President Maddie Smith,
rated the teams' performances. The
first two rounds of the night consisted
of all five teams battling for a spot in
the final round.
"I had a great time watching the
performances, and I love that all the
money went to a good cause," junior
Erin Joyce, an attendee of the event,
said.
Fab Five and Team Theta were
the two top-rated teams and advanced
to the final round. The two teams went
head-to-head in an all-out battle of
lyrical knowledge using songs from
Disney's "The Lion King" and the
Backstreet Boys. Fab Five prevailed
with their performance of a live
acoustic version of the Backstreet
Boys' hit single "I Want It That Way."
All of the proceeds raised by
the teams, including funds from
admission and raffle ticket sales, went
to The Rock Church to help fund their
domestic violence programs in San
Diego. Gabby Owen, president of
Alpha Chi Omega, spoke highly of
the event.
"It was so much fun, and I am so
thankful to everyone who came out
to support us and our philanthropy,"
Owen said. "We had lots of donations
for raffles, support from alumnae, and
the teams were all so enthusiastic. We
are already so excited for next year."
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(Anna)stly:
Smell the
coffee

n

By Anna von Bertrab

"Yes, I'll have a small soy milk,
sugar free, double shot decaf and
double shot regular latte with whipped
cream, extra hot in a double cup," I
overhear. "Ummm...ril have a cara
mel macchiato sugar free with one per
cent milk please." The orders simply
continue. "Vanilla non-fat sugar free
latte...non-fat, no foam, no water, two
pump chai tea latte."
Whoa, whoa, whoa let's get a little
more complicated with our coffee or
ders, if you can even call it coffee any
more. Poor Aromas baristas as they lis
ten to our adjective-littered orders. The
liquid breakfast probably only lasts the
time it took to prepare it. Be it in Aro
mas, Starbucks or a local cafe, coffee
orders have morphed into pseudo-Ital
ian jargon.
Coffee is an American cultural
obsession which the expansion of Star
bucks has stimulated. The more com
plicated the order, the better. "Coffee
socialites" is an adequate name for
those carrying around paper cups with
black Sharpie graffiti lining the sides.
USD has its fair share of coffee so
cialites, myself included, ranging from
those on the run scarfing down the cof
fee to those sipping while studying.
Coffee is not just a drink though, it
is also black gold. Let's grind the coffeenomics. Second only to oil, coffee
is widely traded worldwide. Millions
globally work in the coffee industry
in its growing, processing, trading and
preparing. Coffee is vital for the sur
vival of the economies of many nations
such as Brazil, El Salvador, Colombia
and Guatemala, to only list a few. The
developing nations have workers in the
field earning $2.50 if lucky for a dai
ly wage, while stock traders in fancy
buildings at the center of cosmopolitan
cities determine the coffee industry's
price and future.
Behind the little black bean lies
the International Coffee Organization
that has attempted to stabilize the price
of coffee to benefit the economies of
coffee-producing countries in Latin
America and Africa. The ICO has made
its efforts but has still been unsuccess
ful in pricing regulations. Many devel
oping nations' dependency on the black
gold pay the price of the repercussions
to its citizens. We have to wake up and
smell the coffee.
As daily consumers of the bever
age, one cup of coffee links the work
ers who pick the beans struggling to
survive to corporations earning profit.
Globalization at work yet again in the
universal man's drink.
USD promotes alumni-owned
Ryan Bros Coffee which is roasted
fresh on site and part of the fair trade
certification. This means that that farm
ers harvesting the beans are properly
treated and compensated. In the end,
both the producer and the buyer earn
the highest profit, making it a win-win
situation.
Selling fair trade coffee, also
known as equal exchange coffee, on
campus is another means of marketing
and education for public awareness.
Simply being conscious of the cup of
coffee we are drinking is the first step
in bringing reforms to the international
trading system.
Honestly, this column is to bring
awareness to the coffee industry and
the work that goes behind our tall skin
ny vanilla lattes or whatever your pref
erence. The latte we order has one shot
of espresso. An espresso means a cof
fee made to order, expressly fast for an
individual. It is perfect for the on-thego American that wants to personalize
their daily cup of joe.
Buying a cafe mocha at approxi
mately $4 won't make us more world
ly, though, and criticizing coffee drink
ers' tendencies won't get us to help or
care more about the world.
What we can do, though, is make a
change to our daily routine. Instead of
spending the extra $4 on coffee, com
pare the $2.50 a worker in the fields
earns to harvest the beans.
It is shoking.
So donate the extra cash to a cause
or at least refrain from the early morn
ing indulgence for one day. Remember
change begins in little ways. Either
way, it spurs knowledge of the product
in hand with a simple whiff of the smell
of the early morning coffee.
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Wall Street turns a blind eye to drugs
By Blanca Torii

Bill O'Reilly and Glenn Beck both
called Occupy Wall Street protesters
"crackheads," but behind the actual
firms of Wall Street lies a widely un
documented and hidden drug culture.
After an undercover drug operation on
Wall Street, DEA agents once said that
"cocaine was either used or accepted
by 90 percent of the people they met in
the financial community."
Hard evidence of recent drug us
age on Wall Street is scarce. According
to the New York Post, a T.G .1. Friday's
in the Financial District was shut down
by police after they discovered that the
restaurant was linked to cocaine deals.
"Many of the drug buyers were
Wall Street traders, brokers and bank
ers who liked to spend their nights get
ting high after the market spent the day
going low," the Post said.
In the raid, cops seized 16 grams
of cocaine and two ounces of pot. Two
dealers and three accused buyers were
charged with drug possession and
criminal sale.
. In the past year, The Wall Street
Journal reported that marijuana is re
placing cocaine as the popular drug of
choice for financial elites. The Wall
Street Journal cited a study from drug
testing firm Sterling Infosystems Inc.,
in which cocaine surfaced in 7 percent
of drug tests at Wall Street firms, down
from from 16 percent in 2007. In the
same study, marijuana increased from
64 percent to 80 percent between 2007
and 2009. The highest numbers were
found in real estate investment trust
companies, where the most random
testing occurs.
The word among current employ
ees, psychologists and counselors, ac
cording to an article by Dealbreaker
written in the past year, is that drug
usage has not dropped. The numbers
from the drug usage are results of the
tests being announced before they are
conducted, resulting in people cheat
ing the system causing discrepancy in
the data. Cocaine stays in the body for
only two or three days, according to
Web MD.
"Our drug test is not so much a test
of whether you actually take drugs as
it is an intelligence test to see if you
can figure out how long it takes to get
traces of the drug out of your system,"
said an anonymous hiring manager at
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a major New York bank in a conversa
tion with Reuters in 2007.
Rehab facilities, such as Seabrook
House in Pennsylvania, have been
crammed with Wall Street coke ad
dicts. According to Seabrook Clini
cal Director William Heran, the Wall
Street investors pay an average of
$24,000 for a three-month rehabilita
tion program.
"Drugs are so accessible to the
average person, let alone the person
who is well-spoken and professional,"
Heran said.
According to Heran, the trend in
Wall Street drug consumption is using
a Pez dispenser with the head of a red
devil containing pills of Oxycodone or
Percocet.
The Wall Street Journal contacted
several rehab centers on the East Coast.
Counselors at Turning Point For Lead
ers, an intervention and rehab center in
Connecticut, said that finance work
ers feel entitled to illicit drugs given
their paychecks and stress of their jobs.
They are good at concealing their ad
dictions, said the counselors.
"The titans of Wall Street nor
malize crazy behavior all the time,"

Brad Lamm, president of Intervention
Heavy Users, said. "If somebody's de
livering and showing up and doing the
work, they almost have to catch on fire
for someone to sound the alarm."
Investment Dealer's Digest re
ported in 2007 that abuse of cocaine,
prescription drugs and alcohol remains
widespread on Wall Street. There are
few statistics to back up the claim, Tom
Granahan, the lead reporter said, but he
spoke with recovering addicts, doctors,
law enforcement officials and Wall
Street firms for his story. His sources
agreed that the fast pace, ample sala
ries and nightly rituals of doing busi
ness with clients can lead to substance
abuse among the financial
services
ranks.
Granahan spoke with Dr. Alden
Cass, President of Catalyst Strategies
Group, a business and development
group, who offered another reason for
the prevalence of drugs.
"I see a lot of patients addicted
to prescription medications aimed at
improving concentration or focus or
numbing some emotions," Cass said.
"Ritalin, Adderall, Vicodin and Oxycontin are most common."

Coverage of extreme cocaine use
on Wall Street has been prominent in
the past two decades. A three-year un
dercover drug operation on Wall Street
in 1987 led to the arrests of 15 employ
ees of financial firms. Firms that were
charged include Robbins & Leeds as
well as Brooks and Weinger who were
accused of selling cocaine and trading
the drug for stocks and lists of preferred
customers. The New York Police De
partment released a statement of 114
people arrested for cocaine deals in
the area surrounding the Financial Dis
trict. In 1994 Wardell Lazard, the CEO
of W.R. Lazard & Co., a major Wall
Street firm, was found dead in a hotel
room. His body was face-down next
to a tray containing a white, powdery
substance and an empty vodka bottle.
Articles depicting the history of
Wall Street and cocaine were matched
with people who commented on these
stories with personal experiences.
"I worked in the business for 12
years and drug use was just as promi
nent, if not more, than any other busi
ness. Drug use is part of the culture,
cocaine being the drug of choice," one
user said.

USD alumni find an alternative to WebCT
By Kasha Patel
Learning management systems
(LMS) have become a financial bur
den on universities around the nation,
charging universities high licensing
fees from $60,000 to $1,000,000 per
year depending on school size. Sys
tems like Blackboard's software known
as WebCT/CE6, which USD uses, are
also known for causing students and
professors unnecessary frustrations and
trips to the IT department.
After graduating from USD,
Deepkarn Bedi (class of' 11) and Adam
Dhanani (class of '09) sought to solve
this problem and created a start-up
business called Cloudeas. Along with
their team consisting of three UCSD
students, Bedi and Dhanani have been
working to build a better product than
Blackboard with both professors and
students in mind. Best of all, they are
going to give it away for free.
According to the Cloudeas web
site www.cloudeas.com, "We focus on
simplicity. No more frustration, and
definitely no more tech support. Post
assignments, share notes, ask questions
and even complete assignments all in
one convenient place."
To assist them in getting their busi
ness up and running, the team recently
received $40,000 from a company
called Start-Up Chile and the opportu
nity to build their business in Santiago,
Chile.
"Over the next six months, the
team hopes to continue building out
their product utilizing some of the
funding to hire more development tal
ent" Bedi, CEO of Cloudeas, said.
Once they have a working proto
type, they plan to have Chilean Univer
sities, USD and UCSD test it out in a
live classroom environment.
This idea for Cloudeas came about
when Bedi and Dhanani met as room
mates while studying abroad in Lon
don.
"Toward the end of Bedi's senior
year, he approached me about doing a
networking site for student entrepre
neurs," Dhanani, CTO of Cloudeas,
said. "After bouncing ideas back and
forth, we developed different strategies
and functionality that eventually car
ried over to our new direction, and the
rest is history."
Dhanani credits his and Bedi's
USD education as a major part of why
they created their business.
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"We studied how to look at prob
lems, regardless of origins and nature,
and how to fix them without destroying
previous norms to create an improved
state that will withstand future issues,"
Dhanani said.
Bedi also said that the breadth of
knowledge USD offered him suited his
entrepeneurial goals well.
"I think the ability to take so many
different types of classes and the op
portunities to study abroad have really
helped shape how this business has
turned out," Bedi said. I was an indus
trial and systems engineering major,
which gave me the skills needed to both

identify and solve problems around us
that might otherwise go unnoticed.I
also took entrepreneurship, which gave
me a basic understanding of how to
asses and validate potential business
ideas, not to just jump right in."
For those students looking to be
come entrepreneurs, Bedi shared a bit
of advice.
"Know what you do and do what
you know. Don't start a business just
to have a business. Find a problem
that you can solve with the strengths,
talents and that special know-how that
you possess .Do what you love and give
it your all."

Looking to the future, Dhanani
has high hopes for Cloudeas and what
it can offer to the world of academia.
"I foresee Cloudeas having quite
the reputation in universities around
the nation and making its quest across
the world," he said. "We are trying to
take away the capital aspect of LMS's
and therefore make it accessible for
any country regardless of their finan
cial limitations on education."
For now, Bedi and Dhanani along
with their team are getting ready to be
gin their adventure in Chile and con
tinue working to create and innovate
with Cloudeas.
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By Anna von Bertrab

6. Hedge funds profit from soccer player transfer
market.

I.YouTube plans to create new online channels.

Complementary to cableTV, the new channels will receive
programming from various media companies, increasing the
number of shows viewers can watch.

The funds are buying shares in transfer rights when a player
moves teams as long as the investors don't interfere in the
trade of the players.

2. New app entitled "I Am Getting Arrested" now
available.

7. Netflix and Amazon sign on with Disney.

Those being taken into custody via arrests as a result of
the Occupy Wall Street movement are just one example of
people who can rapidly push the button on their phones to
notify friends, family and co-workers of their arrest.

Content deal will allow Netflix to stream programs from ABC
Television Group, a division of Disney. Amazon will also add
ABC Studios, Disney Channel and ABC Family programming
to its existing library.

3. Documentary examines product placement in
television and movies.

8. Barnes & Noble to unveil tablet Nov. 7.

Director Morgan Spurlock presents "The Greatest Movie
Ever Sold" which explores advertising in films.

4. Pepperidge Farms goes online.

A s a response to Amazon's Kindle, the competition will
release a new version of the Nook device.

9. Japanese officials weaken the yen.

The cookie and pastry company now allows consumers
t o add their products on a ZipList, a shopping list online,
beginning with their new company line, Stone Baked Artisan
Rolls.

The government is interfering in global markets by selling yen
for dollars to steady the economy. Speculation states that a
strong yen could hurt the economy.

5. MF Global Holdings Ltd. files for Bankruptcy.

10. Greece to hold a referendum for new debt deal.

After making bets on the European debt, the New York
based firm listed total debt of $39.7 billion and assets of $41
billion in Chapter 11 papers filed Oct. 31 in U.S. Bankruptcy
Court in Manhattan.

The last referendum held in Greece was in 1974 to abolish the
monarchy, so the world looks to the Prime Minister George
Papandreou as he releases the new referendum as a response
to the European debt crisis.

WRITE FOR THE BUSINESS SECTION!
4VKA i

Come to the writer's meeting
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MIHAYLO COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

California State University, Fullerton

MBA Program
• Mihaylo College of Business
and Economics is the largest
AACSB-accredited b-school on
the West Coast and, the 4th
largest in the U.S.
• Our alumni network has over
50,000 graduates.
• Our full-time, 16-month MBA
includes the unique Mihaylo
Leadership Academy and an
experiential learning international
business trip.
• We are ranked by
U.S. News & World Report, Forbes,
and Princeton Review.
• We offer a global perspective and
world view from Orange County,
California—one of the most
dynamic and vibrant economies
in the nation.
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

FULLERTON

What is the law?
A weapon to be wielded?

Or more than that?
A set of tools.
A creative approach.
A h elping profession and collaborative process.

Explore the wide scope of the law

in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

What law school ought to be.
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Bert's Bistro versus La Paloma
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Which is ultimately the best place for one's afternoon meal/

Airlines lack
preparedness

By Nate Martins
In the battle of west side eateries,
it's difficult to say who has the upper
hand. Though only separated by
Marian Way, Bert's Bistro and La
Paloma are worlds apart. From the
efficiency to the food quality to the
atmosphere, each restaurant has its
own pitfalls and successes. They're
both on the west side, but these two
eateries couldn't be more different
than Biggie and 2-Pac.
Let's look at La Paloma, where
students flood the tight-knit quarters
seemingly with every free moment.
After class, Paloma is a stampede.
Those with class in the Kroc institute
for Peace and Justice can usually
avoid the rush, but coming even from
Camino Hall will leave you left in the
dust.
Even though La Paloma is so
small, students can get lost in the
chaos; I've felt like Simba, lost in the
onslaught of wildebeest foot-traffic.
Herein lies the problem, and
even the deterrent, with Paloma - the
efficiency. You're going to wait to
order your food. You're going to wait
to receive your food. You're going to
wait to pay for your food.
Smart students will jump right
into the hot-food line, cutting the wait
time to a tolerable amount or perhaps
order their food online. But those
sandwiches are so damn yummy. This
is what keeps students coming back
for seconds, the overall food quality.
Even though the wait is so long,
there are times when it's worth it.
Mainly because La Paloma is a social
beehive, where students can chit chat
while they wait.
The pasta salads and wraps in
the fridge are nice, but the warm
food and sandwiches are truly the
moneymakers. Not to mention their
breakfast.
The other problem with La
Paloma is the service. Lackadaisical
and disinterested workers, whom we
all appreciate, seem to meaninglessly
throw
sandwiches
together.
Sometimes, sandwiches taste just like
Mom makes them, but at other times
there's no love involved whatsoever.

Team
\ LA PALOMA!

Team
Bert's Bistro!

$9
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If students don't feel like
munching at La Paloma, Bert's Bistro
is a hop, skip and jump away. Even
though Bert's is located in one of
the further corners of campus, the
breathtaking views of Mission Bay are
worth the extra walk. Mother Rosalie
Hill Hall may be the university's most
extravagant building, something that
plays to the atmosphere emanating
from Bert's.
But don't get it twisted. Students
are still going to have to wait at Bert's
because anywhere at 12:05 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays is going
to be crowded. Bert's' efficiency is
top-notch, compared to Paloma's,
however.
USD junior Andy Quintana feels

as though, "Bert's is the sh**. Good
food, good moods, good times. Paloma
is bomb, but the wait is too long."
Bert's funnels students with ease,
aided by the employee who will take
orders of those in line - something that
simplifies the process even further.
The drink situation is a little warped,
but that we can deal with. I'd much
rather shimmy my way through the
line than have to wait forever in it.
What Bert's is looking for is their
niche. They've changed up menu items
the past few years in hopes of finding
their place among the USD dining
community. By incorporating burritos
and colorful sandwich options, the
effort is duly noted by students. Yet,
like a lost child in the mall, Bert's is

still searching for something they can
hold on to. They may almost be there,
too. If you want something a little
more fried, a little more dripping in
sauce, then Bert's is the place to go.
Students
wholeheartedly
appreciate the dining services of USD.
The overall food quality is something
to brag about, and even having options
in the first place is a relief. Students
weigh these aforementioned pros and
cons each day while they're itching
for class to get out.
But at the end of the day, a satisfied
pallet and full stomach throw their
warm arms over students' shoulders,
guiding them to class. Know what
you're getting into, but also know that
you can't lose either way.

PETA sues SeaWorld for Shamu slavery
PETA fights to have Shamu freed for it is violating animal rights
By Dillon Jacobsen
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Fellow USD . students, San
Diegans and tourists, get ready to
say good-bye to Shamu. PETA is at
it again.
One of the effects of living in
San Diego is being graced with the
presence of tourists all year round.
The beautiful weather, scenic beaches
and attractions such as the San Diego
Zoo and SeaWorld are a few of the
reasons why tourists flock in high
numbers to San Diego. This week,
one of the most popular attractions,
SeaWorld, became involved in a
lawsuit.
People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals, known as PETA and
supported by over two million people,
filed a 20-page lawsuit stating that
the killer whales at SeaWorld are
involuntarily being forced to work.
Based on the 13th Amendment, which
is famous for outlawing slavery and
forbidding involuntary servitude,
PETA alleges the whales should be
freed. Essentially, SeaWorld is being
accused of holding whales captive
and forcing them to work as slaves.
According to the lawsuit filed
by PETA, "Plaintiffs were forcibly
taken from their families and natural
habitats, are held captive at SeaWorld
San Diego, SeaWorld Orlando and
SeaWorld San Antonio, denied
everything that is natural to them,
subjected to artificial insemination or
sperm collection to breed performers
for defendants' shows and forced to
perform, all for defendants' profit."
The allegation that SeaWorld
mistreats the animals is baseless.
SeaWorld employees take extensive
measures to take care of the animals
and to provide them with livable
environments.
Furthermore,
SeaWorld
has
provided valuable research about life
in the oceans and has even taken steps
to help expand the population of killer
whales in the wild. The real issue,
however, is that PETA continues to be
a cancerous organization.
The lawsuit is absurd. PETA

is an extremist activist group with
little reverence for facts or common
sense. The fundamental issue with
the lawsuit is that it is trying to apply
human rights as given by the U.S.
Constitution to animals. In the eyes
of the current law, animals are not
seen in the same light as humans and
are not afforded the same rights. And
they never should be given the same
rights, because they simply cannot be
held to the same moral standards that
humans are.
If the Constitution were applied
to animals, then chaos in the legal
system would follow. For example,
whenever an animal killed another
animal, there would have to be a
murder trial. This isn't a joke; it would
require the whole deal: witness, judge
and jury.
Don't forget property rights
either; allocating certain plots of land
to certain animals should follow. The
mere fact that PETA is attempting
to apply the Constitution to animals
should be insulting to Americans.
This isn't the first time PETA has
pulled a publicity stunt. Browsing the
organization's web site provides the
other ridiculous notions upon which
PETA has acted.
In 2008, PETA insisted that Ben
& Jerry's use human breast milk in
its ice cream products, instead of the
traditional cow's milk, so that cows
wouldn't suffer on factory farms.
In 2003, PETA opened exhibits
that had pictures of suffering Jews
from the Holocaust next to animals
from farms, trying to assert that the
two circumstances are analogous.
PETA consistently seeks attention
from the public. While some of the
organization's objectives might be
fundamentally valid, the organization
itself is a bane. Seen by many as an
extremist group, the ways in which
PETA goes about seeking its goals are
not going to change that image.
The lawsuit against SeaWorld is
no different from any previous stunts,
and any rational judge should dismiss
the case because of the obvious
and offensive misapplication of the
Constitution.

By Lauren Vujovich
The northeast is in the midst of a
very frightful snowstorm. Residents
lost power for hours on Oct. 31, and
some counties even asked their trickor-treaters to not go out on the tradi
tional night of Halloween and to in
stead wait until a later date.
People all across the northeastern
part of the country have been hiding
out in their homes trying to stay warm
and keep safe from the falling .trees
and power lines. However, airports
have not been having the same men
tality.
Even though the snowstorm has
put many residents under house arrest,
some planes have still been flying.
One in particular was the JetBlue
flight from Fort Lauderdale, Fla. to
Newark, N.J., which should have
been pretty uneventful, if one was not
to have considered the treacherous
snowstorm taking place.
Due to the weather conditions,
this plane was not allowed land at
Newark, its designated location. In
stead, it was diverted to Bradley Inter
national Airport located by Hartford,
Conn., where passengers were forced
to sit for up to eight hours, unable to
pull up to the gate or depart.
It was as if passengers where held
prisoner on the plane, and no one was
able to do anything about it. Sources
say on CNN's website that the pilot
attempted to help relieve passengers,
especially those with certain medical
needs, without success.
Passengers on the plane began to
fight and babies cried throughout the
whole eight hour wait, as the pilot re
lentlessly attempted to get a hold of
JetBlue. He finally turned to the offi
cials of the airport to have a tow come
and bring the plane forth to a gate.
JetBlue apologized for the situa
tion and blamed it on a "confluence of
events," including power outages that
complicated communication.
Yet, regardless of the power out
ages and complicated communica
tion, JetBlue should have never al
lowed its customers to sit stranded on
a plane for hours. A company's goal,
first and foremost, should be to help
its customers and make their experi
ence the best that it could have been.
To have left the plane in the cold
on the runway was unacceptable. The
airline or even the airport should have
done something about it sooner in or
der to relieve the passengers.
Perhaps cars could have been sent
over to the plane in which the passen
gers could have then been taken to the
airport to wait for better conditions,
instead of being left on the runway.
The fact that the pilot couldn't
even pull up to a gate shows the lack
of customer care shown not only by
JetBlue, but also Bradley Internation
al Airport.
Granted, the airport was not the
intended destination of the flight, but
due to the weather, there should have
been at least one open spot in which
the plane could have temporarily
stopped to get its passengers off the
plane.
If there is any chance that a plane
could get stuck at a different location,
or even worse, the passengers could
get stuck on a plane on the runway,
then the flight should just be cancelled
in order to save everybody's time.
Yet, a question that many fliers
pose is, why are passengers no lon
ger able to de-board the plane once
the doors are shut? It is as if they lose
their ability to make a decision at that
point. There should be certain excep
tions to such situations, such as in this
case.
The same idea is brought up with
how this plane was stuck on the run
way and why no passenger was able
to leave the plane. In a sense it be
comes a prison.
In the end, it would be better for
passengers to be stuck at an airport
in vUiich they can walk around and
move than to be stuck on an airplane
in which passengers are confined to
the seat assigned to them.
With early snowstorms already
affecting flying situations in the U.S.,
USD students should be prepared
when traveling back home for their
winter holidays, for recent snow
storms show that travelers can never
truly know what to except on their fly
ing itinerary.
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Occupy Wall Street is not only a national movement, but also presents local issues to residents of the San Diego area.

Occupy Wall Street: Origins and prospects
USD professor portrays the Occupy Wall Street movement as history in the making
Tom Reifer is an Associate
Professor of Sociology, and
Affiliated Faculty in Ethnic
Studies at the University of San
Diego, and an Associate Fellow
at the Transnational Institute.
He is author of "Lawyers, Guns
& Money: Wall Street Lawyers,
Investment
Bankers
and
Global Financial Crises, late
19th to 21st Century," Nexus:

Chapman University Journal of
Law & Public Policy, Special
Issue on "The 80th Anniversary
of the Great Crash of 1929:
Law, Markets & the Role of
the State," 2009-2010, Volume

15, pp. 1 19-133„ He is currently working on a book entitled Lawyers,

Guns & Money: Wall Street & the American Century.

By Tom Reifer
As Nobel Prize winning economist
Amartya Sen recounted in his
(1999) "Development as Freedom",
thousands of years ago Aristotle, in his
"Nicomachean Ethics", noted: "wealth
is evidently not the good we seek, for
it is merely useful...for the sake of
something else." This line resonated
strongly with a similar discussion
between a husband and wife recounted
in the "Brihadaranyaka Upanishads"
around roughly the same time.
Much of the rest of Sen's book
is devoted to noting the potential role
of wealth and public investments in
increasing human capability, going
on to redefine poverty as "capability
deprivation."
Today's Occupy Wall Street
protests continue this ancient discussion
about the purposes of wealth, with its
slogan - we are the 99 percent - echoing
too Aristotle's famous distinction in his
"Politics" about the conflict between
oligarchy - rule of the rich - and
democracy - the rule of the demos/
the people, most of whom are without
property, or poor.
As Simon Johnson, former chief
economist of the IMF, noted recently,
"the U.S. is unique...just as we have
the world's most advanced economy,
military and technology, we also have
its most advanced oligarchy."
The great moral philosopher and
economist Adam Smith, long ago
critiqued what he called "prodigals
and prospectors," defined by the 1616
"Shorter Oxford English Dictionary"
as "a promoter of bubble companies;
a speculator; a cheat," echoing today's
anger at promoters of subprime
mortgages and credit default swaps, the

latter having grown from $631.5 billion
of over $62 trillion in notional value
between 2001 and 2007, expressed too
in 2008 Republic Presidential candidate
John McCain's critique of the "greed of
Wall Street."
The statistics are compelling. In
2007, for example, the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) revealed that the
increase in the incomes of the richest
1 percent of the U.S. population from
2003-2005 came to $524.8 billion, a
change of 42.6 percent, greater than the
total combined income of the poorest
20 percent of Americans.
Today, the top 1 percent of the
income bracket in the U.S. has greater
wealth than at any time since 1929, the
eve of the Wall Street crash. The Great
Depression was the end result of the
speculative mania that characterized
the roaring twenties, a decade eerily
similar to the speculative housing
bubble of the 2000s that culminated
in the 2008 global financial crisis and
Great Recession.
Moreover, a newly released CBO
report reveals that average inflationadjusted after tax income of the top
1 percent of the U.S. income bracket
between 1979-2007, increased"by 275
perecnt.
At the same time, recently released
figures reveal that U .S. student loan debt
has topped the $1 trillion mark. This
is not surprising given skyrocketing
tuition costs combined with savage
cuts to public education and programs
supporting these struggling students.
Today, we are told by the 1 percent
and their political representatives that
we can no longer afford money for
public education, even as trillions go to
Wall Street.
One is reminded of the words
of the famous educator, philosopher

and sociologist John Dewey,, who
noted that "Nothing in the history of
education is more touching than to hear
some successful leaders denounce as
undemocratic to attempts to give all
the children at public expense the fuller
education that their own children enjoy
as a matter of course."
Dewey said, "The price that
democratic societies will have to
pay for their continuing health is the
elimination of an oligarchy - the most
exclusive and dangerous of all-that
attempts to monopolize the benefit of
intelligence and of the best methods
for the profit of a few privileged
ones, while practical labor, requiring
less spiritual effort and less initiative
remains the lot of the great majority."
Already, the movement, with many
students in the forefront, is achieving
success.
Just this week President
Obama bypassed the Republican
Congress by signing a new executive
order so as to provide some relief to
students overburdened by the crushing
weight of student loan debt.
Along with this concentration of
income at the top 1 percent, the Great
Recession has seen astonishing declines
in incomes for the vast majority, but
most especially for racial and ethnic
minorities in the U.S., with wealth gaps
between whites, blacks and Latinos
hitting historic highs.
Between 2005-2009, the median
wealth of Latinos, blacks, and Asians in
the U.S. fell by 66, 53 and 54 percent,
respectively. And despite massive pain
and suffering for ordinary people, as
the Wall Street Journal and New York
Times recently reported, corporations
are holding greater shares of cash than
at any time in nearly half a century,
with banks in particular awash with
cash.
These facts and figures, coming
in the context of the recent global
financial, economic and related social
crisis, are not coincidental.
For it is these very wealth
inequalities, as in the 1920s, that
provide the most fertile ground for
financial bubbles and their bursting and
concomitant crises, as the rich awash in
cash seek to make money off financial
speculation while the majority of the
population tries to stay afloat by taking
on increasing levels of debt.
For a time, the speculative boom,
like in the roaring twenties, was kept
afloat by new forms of financing via
household indebtedness, but with the
bursting of that super bubble in 2008,
ordinary working people, the poor
and middle income families have
increasingly run out of options.
For a time, protest over the trillions

of dollars going to bail out the superrich on Wall Street was stymied by the
President Obama's electoral victory
and the hope of many Americans that
he would take steps to address the
financial and larger economic crisis.
Instead, for the most part, the
Obama administration turned to the
very Wall Street figures
that were
responsible for the deregulation of
finance that produced the financial
crisis in the first place, such as Larry
Summers. Feeling like they had
exhausted the formal channels of the
political system, people have now
turned to mass protest.
This too has resonance in
American history. People often forget
that President Franklin Roosevelt,
following what was then called the
Wall Street-Treasury view, was cutting
the federal budget as late as 1937,
triggering off the so-called Roosevelt
recession.
The Roosevelt recession, in turn,
provided the final death knell for the
Wall Street-Treasury view, and led to
the overthrowing of the Money Trust
that had dominated US politics since
the late 19th century. So it should
come as no surprise, then, that initial
reactions to the crisis by the political
elite have been to enact massive cuts
to health, education and social welfare,
with devastating consequences to
communities in both the U.S. and
across the globe.
Today's global protests represent
the rebellion of reasonable minds, with
the overall message that the economies
should serve the people, not the superrich top one percent.
In
his
landmark
"Beyond
Vietnam: A Time to Break the Silence"
speech, exactly a year before he was
assassinated, on April 4, 1967, the
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.,
put it this, way: "we as a nation must
undergo a radical revolution of values.
We must rapidly begin the shift from
a thing-oriented society to a personoriehted society. When machines and
computers, profit motives and property
rights, are considered more important
than people, the giant triplets of racism,
extreme materialism, and militarism
are incapable of being conquered."
At the time, King was talking
about integration as "shared power and
radical redistribution."
Unfortunately, since King's death
there has been a radical redistribution
of wealth and power, but in the opposite
direction, towards the top 1 percent.
But King's critique here of the
entwined evils of militarism and
materialism and the related need for a
revolution of values, have been echoed

recently, most notably by Cornell West,
in the context of the new monument to
King and the civil rights movement on
the National Mall in Washington, D.C.
King's words also echoed that of
other religiously inspired activists,
before and after.
For example, Peter Maurin, one of
the founders of Dorothy Day's Catholic
Worker movement, in his "A Case for
Utopia," noted: "The world would be
better off if people tried to become
better and people would become better
if they stopped trying to become, better
off. For when everyone tries to become
better off nobody is better off. But
when everyone tries to become better
everybody is better off.
"Everyone would be rich if nobody
tried to become richer and nobody
would be poor if everybody tried to be
the 'poorest. And everybody would be
what he ought to be if everybody tried
to be what he wants the other fellow to
be."
Father Ignacio Ellacuria, then
rector of the University of Central
America in El Salvador, put it this way
in Europe, speaking to the West, just a
few days before he was assassinated by
U.S.-trained government forces in San
Salvador in November of 1989: "[You]
have organized your lives around
inhuman values...inhuman because
they cannot be universalized. The
system rests on a few using the majority
of the resources, while the majority
can't even cover their basic necessities.
It is crucial to define a system of values
and a norm of living that takes into
account every human being."
Perhaps today, the world is finally
heeding these eloquent messages about
the purposes of wealth and the need to
subordinate the economy to the needs
of society - as Karl Polanyi argued in
his "Great Transformation" - most
especially the vast majority, and above
all the global poor, with its echoes too
in liberation theology. That is the great
hope and clarion call of this new global
movement.
On Friday, Oct. 18, 2011, police
arrested some 50 protesters in San
Diego, Calif., and they have been
moving steadily to arrest resisters all
across the U.S. But as saying goes,
you can jail the resisters, but not the
resistance.
As one sign in the Occupy
Wall Street movement put it, "The
Beginning is Near." The global protest
movement is out for nothing less than
remaking the world, on a more just,
democratic and egalitarian basis. There
are not enough jails in the world to jail
all those who will stand in solidarity
with that message.
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Letters to the
Editor Policy
The Vista strongly encourages letters
to the editor from students, faculty, staff,
administration and the community.
Correspondence should be sent to
twilson@usdvista.com with the subject line
"Letter to the Editor."
Submissions should be limited to 500
words and must include verifiable contact
information. Letter content is subject to
editing for clarity and style.
The Vista does not publish anonymous
letters, those addressed to a third party or
letters in poor taste.
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Darin Curtis, M.A. '95
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and internationally.
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Contact us today!
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by Lilly Stitt
Halloween has come and gone, and
it is officially November. Where I come
from, November means that fall has
arrived. By this time of year, summer is a
faint figure of the imagination and there
is just a brief splash of autumn leaves
between now and the fast-approaching
winter days. Fall was that in-between
phase where you could finally unpack
your favorite cozy sweater. It was the
lazy Saturdays when a pile of leaves
could provide endless amounts of
entertainment (insert rosy cheeked kidsor adults I suppose- running into a pile
of freshly raked leaves, only to lead to
another round of raking in the endless
cycle of this popular fall past-time). It
was the much-anticipated start of the
skating season. It was the time of year
when you could smell the frost of the air
in the morning and know that Christmas
was just around the corner.
Here in Southern California,
however, we are season deprived.
At first, I naively loved the constant
sunshine and cloudless skies of
beautiful San Diego. People always
told me that one day, my roots would
catch up with me and I would miss the
familiar change of the seasons. In my
stubborn mind, I was sure these people
were just downright crazy. How could
you possibly ever miss miserably
cold days followed by scorching hot
sunshine, topped off by a hailstorm?
Well, it's still a mystery to me, but
somehow I have grown to miss these
little weather spells.
I am not trying to put down our
city, but in the words of Julia Roberts
in "My Best Friend's Wedding,"
endless
sunshine is "irritatingly
perfect." Weather gives life an element
of suiprise; it breaks up the year into
categories and differentiates the days. It
gives people something to talk about. It
gives us a reason to change our style.
It makes us excited to wake up and see
what kind of day it's going to be: cloudy
with a chance of rain or endless blue
skies? It helps us move forward as we
ourselves change with the seasons.
But here in Southern California,
you can pretty much bet that it's going
to be sunny, every single day. There
might be a couple clouds, some fog
perhaps, or maybe even a few raindrops,
but no matter what, every day is pretty
much blessed with an ample amount of
sunshine. This may seem to many to
be the perfect type of weather, but day
after day, year after year, I wonder how
these people who live in So Cal their
whole lives can survive without ever
feeling the seasons.
I suppose that they are forced
to create their own ways to usher in
the seasons. Instead of a change in
the landscape, the fall in San Diego
is marked by a change in culture. For
the men, there is the male approach
to the fall, marked by the concept
of "brovember." This is the monthlong mustache growing process, also
known as no-shave-November, where
men showcase the seasons and their
impeccable ability to grow the best
facial hair.
For women, and men too 1
suppose, there is the season change
that is conjured up by non-other than
their friendly, neighborhood Starbucks.
Whereas in Kansas the smell of fall is
marked by the initial signs of frost, in
Southern California the first sign of fall
is the smell of pumpkin spice lattes in
the air. The next big step in the turn of
the seasons is Nov. 1, when Starbucks
first puts out their Christmas cups. For
some, this day is like the first morning
of waking up to a snow-blanketed yard.
Though these signs of "fall" are not
the magnificent transformations of the
Midwestern landscape that I am used to,
I guess they are uniquely "California."
They represent the change of seasons
when no other natural signifier can. I
guess it's necessary to give credit where
credit is due, because this attempt at
"fall" is anything if not creative.
Still, I must stick to my belief
that the seasons are a vital part of life.
I encourage you all to make sure you
make a weekend trek to Julian to go
apple-picking in the crisp fall air, or
travel to the Midwest for a weekend to
pay a visit that cousin or great aunt you
are bound to have nestled somewhere
between the coasts. Go somewhere that
you can find your own pile of leaves to
jump into. I guarantee it will do great
things for your sanity.

Photo Courtesy ofThe Relay Company

The Mariucci brothers pose for a photo shoot for to promote their latest album, "X,

The Relay Company: Next Jonas Brothers?
USD alum Stephen Mariucci is on tour with his up-and-coming band
By Carly Hanson
Gym Class Heroes,Smash Mouth
and Good Charlotte are just a few of
the big names that the up-and-coming
band The Relay Company has opened
for. With catchy lyrics and highenergy beats, the group is on its way
to stardom.
' Stephen
Mariucci graduated
in Dec. 2010 with a major in
communications and a minor in
business administration.
Music
seems to be an unusual career path for
someone with a degree in these fields,
but Mariucci holds that his education
background has been extremely
helpful in the music industry.
"Whether it is knowing how
to market our band properly
online, organizing our finances,
interacting with our fans, networking,
maintaining the right relationships or
even something as silly as crafting the
proper 'tweet,'" Mariucci said, "they
are all things that are fine tuned by
earning my degree in communication
and business. Those skills are often

things that put our band ahead in a
very competitive unsigned 'local
band' market, where sometimes other
bands aren't as well polished in. It's
helped us get big shows, get on the
radio, and maintain a solid brand"
Stephen Mariucci said.
The San Francisco group is made
up of Stephen Mariucci on guitar and
keyboard, his brother Adam Mariucci
as lead vocalist and friend Jake Pooser
on drums. The group first formed in
2009.
The brothers began playing
together as teens, when Adam was in
high school and Stephen was only in
eighth grade. A few years later, they
found "Skinny Jake," the drummer,
on YouTube and were wowed by his
amazing drum covers. The brothers
asked him to be a part of their "Marco
Polo" music video, and he flew out
from Louisiana to join them.
In reference to their most recent
album, "X," Stephen Mariucci said,
"it was a party to make, and we want
it to be a party to listen to".
The group writes lyrics from

a personal standpoint, but with the
intention of allowing listeners to
identify with what is being referenced
in their music.
According to Mariucci, the music
has a very dance/rock vibe to it that
is mixed with a distinct sound that
distinguishes it from other bands in
the same genre of music.
When discussing the sound of
The Relay Company's upcoming
music, Stephen Mariucci said, "the
new music will be an electronic
progression of our most recent record
"X" that we released last winter.
We've begun to lose more and more
guitar in our tracks, and increased
the use of synthesizers and electronic
effects. "Hurricane" is a new single
we just released on our Facebook
page for free download. Also expect
a new music video toward the end of
the year. When asked what bands the
group has been compared to, Stephen
Mariucci gave a broad assortment,
including Cobra Starship, Lady Gaga
and even the Jonas Brothers.
Although The Relay Company

is currently unsigned, they have
made quite a few big appearances.
Recently the group performed in
the Bay Area's Live 105.3 BFD
music festival, where the headliners
included Snoop Dogg, Linkin Park,
Neon Trees, Foster the People and The
Strokes. They have toured Northern
and Southern California as well as
Arizona and Nevada. Currently, the
group is working on a new album
and performing on a high school tour
supported by Arrtec and The Sobrato
Arts Foundation, in which they speak
to students about the music industry
and perform concerts during lunch
period.
"We recently signed a publishing
and licensing deal with Bunim-Murray
Productions, the company responsible
for placing music on all MTV
television shows," Stephen Mariucci
said. "Our music was recently used in
MTV The Real World San Diego, and
will continue to be placed on various
shows. This is not a "record deal", but
definitely something important for the
progress of our band."

John Cho of "Harold and Kumar" franchise
dishes on series' latest installment
By McKenna Duley
Johnathon Cho and Kal Penn,
the comedic duo we grew to love
in "Harold and Kumar Go to White
Castle," are back together for a third
film. "A Very Harold & Kumar 3D
Christmas" is sure to meet audience's
expectations. Co-lead actor John Cho
sat down with the Vista to answer
some questions about the film.
The Vista: What is your favorite
part of filming
Harold and Kumar
movies?
John Cho: I enjoy the reunion,
because you don't get to do it very
often as an actor. The best part is going
on location and eating and drinking
together. Working on something that
you really like with the people you
enjoy being around. Kal Penn and I
are the closest and I am even closer
with many of the writers, because they,
live in town. That's really the core
group.
V: Is there a hilarious moment that
happened while filming that comes to
mind?
JC: Most of the hilarious moments
were on screen, but a funny backstage
moment was wearing a prosthetic
penis. It's a way to go nude without
going nude so I would walk around
with my "penis" hanging out and freak
the hell out of people.
V: This being the third Harold &
Kumar movie, how did filming and the
flow of it go compared to the others?

JC: I was worried that it wasn't
going to be as smooth this time. It
had been a while since the last movie,
and a lot has happened in a many of
our personal lives. The first week of
rehearsal didn't feel very smooth and
we were working out script issues, but
I was surprised and it all came together.
V: Is Neil Patrick Harris anything
like he is in the movie in real life?
JC: Both in the movie and in real
life, he is really sharp-witted, but Neil
in life is very sweet and I guess he is
oddly sweet in the movie too. Neil is
very funny in real life and he is only a
severe drug addict in the movie.
V: How hard is it to keep such a
straight face with all the hilarious stuff
you're doing all the time? Do you have
to do a lot of takes?
JC: It's definitely hard to keep a
straight face sometimes, but although
it's fun, it's also my job. I'm pretty
good about it. It's easier to keep a
straight face when playing Harold
because that's his character. Bobby
Lee makes me laugh the most though
because he is a very weird guy, but I
adore him.
V: Do you get to write or suggest
scenes for movies?
JC: The writers write and we
only get to improv very little, because
the budget isn't very big, so we don't
have a whole lot of time for that. We
try to come up with bits through the
rehearsal process and complete the
script, but we're the actors. Kal and
I don't even feel the need to be that

3D Christmas

funny because there are so many funny
actors in our movies like Bobby Lee
and Neil Patrick Harris.
V: If you had the choice to be born
in any century, which would it be?
JC: This one because there is zero
scurvy. The 21st century all the way.
V: Have you ever felt like you
are evolving into a character you have
played in a movie or show?
JC: Sure I do. Doesn't everybody
have a Harold or Kumar inside of
them?
V: What aspirations do you have
in your acting career?
JC: I'd like to play a pirate, so I
can be a pirate without having scurvy.

No, but a serious answer, I would like
to work on a project that is about my
mother and father's generation of
immigrants as I am a Korean American.
V: Are there plans for another
Harold and Kumar movie or are there
any others you are starring in that
viewers can look forward to?
JC: No, there are not plans for
another Harold & Kumar movie. It
was a three-movie deal. The American
Pie crew made a fourth movie called
American Reunion that will be coming
out this summer. The whole original
cast joined together including myself
to make it. I did a remake of a movie
called "Total Recall" that starred the
Arnold Schwarzenegger back in the
'80s. This new one has Colin Farrell,
Kate Beckinsale, and Jessica Biel irt it,
so I think it will be a good one.
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Spotify is moderately helpful, The South Asian
but ceraintly not life changing Student Association
Bv Nadia Garas

When Spotify first
became
accessible to the United States,
there was a lot of hype surrounding
it. Some said it was going to be the
death of iTunes and Pandora, others
said it wasn't going to change much
in the music world. In most students'
experiences, they have found it to
fit somewhere in between those two
extremes.
"I like Spotify and enjoy the
convenience of it," Senior Denise
Franco said. "But I still use iTunes and
Pandora as well. It hasn't completely
taken over the music industry."
So, what is Spotify exactly?
Founded in Sweden, it is a music
streaming service which offers a wide
variety of free music. It is similar to
iTunes in that you search for a song
you want and then if they have it, you
can add it to a playlist. The difference
from most other music services is that
it's completely free.
There are a few disclaimers, of
course. The first one is that unless there
is an Internet connection, accessing
music on Spotify is not possible. There
is a monthly fee of $9.99, which is
deemed worthwhile by some because
without this "premium" status, listening
to music in a car is often impossible.
Another disclaimer is that as a basic
user, there are many advertisements.
After an average of every four to six
songs heard, an ad comes on, and if
the user mutes the volume to skip the
ad, Spotify will pause the ad. Sneaky
indeed. However, upgrading to the
premium account gets rid of all the ads.
Lastly, because it is a European
based company, many songs that
Americans would expect to be included
are not, such as "You and I" by Jason
Mraz. There are many renditions of
songs, karaoke versions and orchestra
versions of songs, but sometimes
finding the original can be difficult.
With that said, Spotify is simple and
free for those who just want to create
a playlist they can access when on the
computer.

Another cool feature is their Gaga's song "Poker Face" was played
partnership with Facebook, which a million times, which left her with
gives users the ability to share music just $167.00. This puts in perspective
with "friends." Facebook users who how little revenue the other artists are
have Spotify can see their "friend's" bringing in.
These issues are being addressed,
playlists when logged into Spotify.
Facebook users can subscribe to their and there is talk of some compromise
"friend's" playlists when using Spotify between music artists and Spotify.
and thus have access to their friend's However, until they come to some
sort of resolution, many music lovers
music. Pretty neat.
There are a few issues surrounding are choosing not to listen with Spotify,
this business of free music, namely, keeping other music streamers such as
how do the artists make money if iTunes and Pandora alive and mnning.
The convenience and simplicity of
it is suddenly free for everyone?
Big labels and record companies Spotify will keep its fan base steady.
have deals with Spotify so that each Once fans start using Spotify and
time a song is played, the artist gets creating playlists, it's hard for them
some compensation for it. However, to quit the program because all their
independent artists aren't so lucky. favorite music is on one long playlist.
Also, what's not to love about free
This particular group of musicians and
singers try to help the public see their music? Especially as a college student.
Overall, Spotify has had an
belief that most of Spotify's success
influence in the music world, but
stems from money that should be going
to them, the independent artists who not as significant as many people
don't get paid as much because Spotify anticipated. Instead, some people use
gives most of the money to big record it regularly and others refuse to use
it at all. If curious, check out Spotify.
labels.
But even bigger artists complain • com to download the program and start
that it isn't all fair play. In 2008, Lady accessing free music today.
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celebrates Diwali
festival at the IPJ
By Jen Thul

On Wednesday, Oct. 26 all of South
east Asia ceased their typically workfilled day and retreated back to their
homes and families to celebrate one of the
most important holidays of the year, Di
wali. Diwali, short for Deepavali, is com
monly known as the "festival of lights"
and is typically celebrated between midOctober and mid-November, depending
on the luni-solar Hindu calendar.
This year, for the first time in the
University of San Diego's history, the
South Asian Student Association hosted
an event to bring the Diwali festivities to
USD's campus. The Asian Student As
sociation is a new club that was found
ed this year by several students eager
to maintain their cultural heritage, and
share some of their rich cultural diversity
with the students at USD. Their first ma
jor event, the celebration of Diwali, was
widely successful.
Although this festival is celebrated
in many different countries and cultures,
the most common celebration is one
originating from the Hindu faith and its
practices. The name Deepavali directly
translates to "row of lamps" and the cel
ebration involves lighting several rows
of small clay lamps and keeping them lit
late into the night. The row of lamps is
intended to welcome the Hindu goddess
Lakshmi and other gods that Hindu's
worship. Their arrival, in combination
with the rows of lights, signify the tri
umph of goodness over evil.
One underlying theme throughout
the entire celebration is Diwali's spiritual
connotation that is linked to recognizing
"the awareness of the inner light." The
Hindu religion revolves around a karmic
path that encourages its followers to rec
ognize that their actions are what fuels
their life and the events that affect them.

Devout Hindus dedicate their lives to
the belief that there is something beyond
material goods, and so it is their duty to
see past this common materialistic igno
rance. The lights of Diwali symbolize this
enlightenment and encourage Hindu's to
continue searching for their true nature their inner light.
The event began with a brief intro
duction of the club's executive board
members, each ornamented with lavishly
stunning saris and delicate, yet colorful
bindi forehead jewels, and proceeded
to introduce the history, meaning, ritu
als and regional variations of the Diwali
celebration throughout Southeast Asia.
The club impressively had enough food
and entertainment to keep a room full
of about 50 curious USD students enter
tained and content.
While three club members scooped
curry, rice and other traditional Indian
fare onto Styrofoam plates, the club's
president and board members blasted
Bollywood tunes, and a few courageous
students participated in the dance work
shop intended to teach eager dancers
some typical Bollywood moves. A long
line of students wrapped around the room
waiting for artists to draw swirling henna
tattoos that wrapped around their fingers,
hands, and wrists. Each of these activities
was intended to exemplify to students the
common forms of celebration during the
Diwali festival.
The event left the students full of
traditional Indian food, covered in dis
tinguishable Indian-patterned henna, and
more knowledgeable about an important
yet unfamiliar holiday celebrated every
year. USD is an institution concerned
with educating thousands of students and
exposing them to the diverse traditions
and cultures around the world, and this is
exactly what the members of the South
Asian Student Association accomplished
in bringing their traditional Diwali cel
ebration to the USD campus.

Taking time to dine
have a different take on dining out than
Americans do. While the difference
may be subtle in some countries and
Thinking over all of America's more obvious in others, the simple act
favorite pastimes and holidays, it is easy of slowing down and becoming more
to see one common denominator: food. mindful of what is going on goes a long
way. Taking the extra time out of one's
Burgers on the grill for the Fourth of
July, turkey, cranberry sauce and Mom's day does a body and a relationship good.
In Ireland, students have learned
apple pie for Thanksgiving, cookies
to ask for the check at the end of their
decorated for Christmas, and brunch on
Easter help define our holidays. Food is meals. The wait staff just circulates,
not, however, limited to holidays alone. occasionally inquiring after more drinks
What is a movie without popcorn and or desserts, patiently allowing the party
candy? How about a baseball game to take its time in paying and leaving.
Some groups are known to linger long
with no hot dog or peanuts? A birthday
or anniversary without the fancy after dinner is finished, just enjoying
each other's company. This relaxed
restaurant?
Food brings us together. Our atmosphere allows diners to simply sit
days and our moods revolve around it. and enjoy the food and conversation at
Relationships are created over a meal their own pace.
Also, the notion of sharing a
on a first date and the eventual breakups
are healed by a pint of Ben and Jerry's. dessert is almost unheard of. Popping
Throughout history, food has been so into restaurants here and there, it is not
much more than mere sustenance. Why, uncommon to see a couple of Irish ladies
then, do we sometimes give it no more gossiping at a table with a decanter of
wine between them and their own slices
than a passing thought?
of
something sugary* and delicious in
In
today's
fast-paced
and
technology-infused lifestyle, it is too front of them. It is perfectly acceptable
to go out to a restaurant and order
easy to let what was once so important
fall by the wayside. This includes nothing more than a slice of something
anything that takes time to pursue: covered in chocolate or oozing caramel.
In other countries, the idea of
hobbies, passions and even relationships
takeout
is a foreign concept. In Italy, the
are losing their importance in the
whirlwind of a typical day. Students Italian way is to take a seat and savor
grab sandwiches to go on the way to each and every bite of pizza or pasta.
"The waiters will not let you rush
class, CEOs swap a full breakfast for
black coffee on the fly and parents are so here," Lauren Bushman, a USD junior
busy feeding the kids that they are lucky studying in Florence said.
"They bring everything out in
if they get time to prepare anything other
than a box of Kraft macaroni and cheese. courses and don't bring you the check
Somewhere along the way, it seems as for hours after you are finished. I think
though Americans have not only lost they assume you're going to sit there
true enjoyment of food, but also true and talk the rest of the night. That's how
the Italians go out at night" Bushman
enjoyment of one another.
Take a look around a restaurant. said. "They sit around an outside table
Oversized portions and cell phones with three courses, starting with pasta,
with an inbox full of text messages and ending with hours of talking with
come between diners. Between giant their company. Also, you don't walk
mouthfuls of spaghetti, we remain to class and eat at the same time here.
technologically plugged into the social People instantly know you're American
when you are walking with food - even
world yet forget about the person sitting
an
apple!"
right across the table. As more and more
While food is necessary for
hungry patrons gather by the hostess
stand awaiting a table, the diners shovel sustaining life, it is so much more than
food rapidly down their gullet, urged on just energy. Combinations of flavors
by the waitresses that drop off the checks are artfully paired into a symphony of
quipping, "Don't let me rush you, this is sensory pleasure. Tastes and smells
overtake the diner, evoking nostalgic
just for when you are ready!"
The blaring silence of that little memories and creating new ones.
slip of paper along with the sounds of When rushed through the dining
impatient hunger rumbling among the process, it is difficult to fully delight in
waiting area and diners' cell phones a meal. Distractions like to-do lists and
chiming with message after message constantly vibrating cell phones further
combine into a palpable anxiety and detract from the experience. Putting the
world on hold, even just for an hour,
inherent need to dine and dash.
It is time that we all slow down. can completely transform one's life and
relationships, placing the focus on the
Many students studying abroad in
Europe have learned the Europeans here and now. Happy dining.

By Avery Johnson

Photo Courtesy of the Fray

The Fray play an intimate show
at The Grand Del Mar
By Haley Earl-Lynn
Back when Abercrombie and Fitch
denim miniskirts were still socially
acceptable, The Fray entered the hearts
and ears of teenagers across the United
States. In 2005, the band's first track
"Over My Head (Cable Car)" was
released and quickly climbed up to the
Billboard Top-10 list. MySpace was the
hottest website among teens in 2005 and
The Fray graced many MySpace profiles
as a staple "profile song." Having
found success immediately, not just on
MySpace but in the real world as well,
the band grew almost overnight with the
release of their first album.
Now that MySpace seems as
outdated as home telephones with cords
and Spam for dinner, it is remarkable to
see that The Fray is still alive and well.
Last Saturday, The Fray played a
private listener concert for KPRi FM
at the Grand Del Mar. There were only
about 40 people in attendance. The
venue had the vibe of a speakeasy and
was the perfect location for the intimate
performance.
With the amount of success and

fandom many indie bands can only
dream of finding, it was refreshing to
see that the Fray still find themselves
passionate about their music. The band
brought arrtple enthusiasm and energy
to the live rendition of their seasoned
tunes.
Originally from Denver, Colo., the
band is comprised of four men, Isaac
Slade, Joe King, Dave Welsh and Ben
Wysocki. The four musicians worked
hard this year to finish their third album,
which was officially completed three
months ago. The new album, which will
be titled "Scars and Stories," features
the track "Heartbeat" which is available
now on iTunes.
The new track received audience
approval on Saturday during their
performance, but new music was not
the main focus of the show. The band
played old favorites such as "How to
Save a Life" and "You Found Me" as
well. Many audience members were
first time viewers, but longtime fans of
the band.
With a new album scheduled to
release in January, the band is doing a
promotional tour through the end of
the year. While the band has previously
played at large amphitheaters such as

Cricket Wireless in Chula Vista, the
small, personal set-up at the Grand Del
Mar seemed compatible to the band's
acoustic nature. The grand piano added
an extra special touch in comparison to
the standard keyboard typically used in
live performances.
Mari Collins, a USD Senior, noted
that the band "fell into the category of
bands who sound just as good live as
they do recorded".
After falling in love with the band
in 2005, Collins had high hopes for the
show. The Fray more than impressed
her as well as the rest of the audience.
After the show ended, all three band
mates stood around and took photos
with audience members and answered
questions. In general, the process of
setting up an interview with a band is
often as painful as stubbing a toe. It is
uncommon to see a band take the time to
interact with fans the way The Fray did.
While last Saturday was a special
occasion for 40 music lovers, there
will surely be more memorable runins with the Colorado band in the near
future. Their next tour kicks off in the
late spring and early summer of 2012
and will surely stop in sunny Southern
California once more.
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Seizo brings San Diego four straight nights of music
Non-profit organization aims to provide resources, exposure and support to emerging artists
By Liz Allick
Great news for San Diego's indie
music lovers: Seizo will be bringing its
four-evening music festival to North
Park Nov. 10-13. Concertgoers can
catch an individual show for only $10,
but it's a guarantee that a $30 ticket to
see all 12 artists (three shows a night) is
well worth the money.
Sezio is a non-profit organization
that aims to provide "resources, expo
sure and community support to emerg
ing artists and musicians through a va
riety of new media, events, retail and
community programs." Working with
local San Diego venues, artists, retail
ers and other companies, Sezio hosts a
variety of shows with artists that are on
an indie lover's must-see list.
In the past Sezio has put on amaz
ing events like Live at Luce Loft in San
Diego's East Village in March 2009,
which featured 10 emerging local art
ists in an intimate living room setting
over a five-night series. Due to the epic
success of this event, Sezio doubled the

size of the "living room" and put on a
four-night series of California-based
bands headlined by The Dodos, Domi
nant Legs, The Tree Ring and Avi Buf
falo.
This year's "Four Day Weekend,"
features even more artists in a new lo
cation, North Park's Sunset Temple. It
will be a weekend event that cannot be
missed. Headlining Thursday evening
is Peter Wolf Crier, comprised of the
Minneapolis-based duo Peter Pisano
and Brian Moen. When The War of
1812 reached its end, Pisano. their front
man, took the opportunity to begin
forming the foundation of what would
later become Peter Wolf Crier, which
features this amazing pair of musicians.
Keeping his day job as a private
school teacher, Pisano spent his eve
ning developing and fine-tuning
the
works that turned into Peter Wolf
Crier's first album "Inter-Be." Pisano
reached out to Moen for his known
accomplishments as a drummer and
sound engineer and subsequently pro
duced the album that fully carries the
amount of thought and soul that went

into its creation. Their music is a com
bination of indie-folk and pop, but their
album is a diverse collection of songs
with a beautiful range from more up
beat and light hearted tracks such as
"Crutch and Cane" to deeper and more
resonant songs driven by the drumming
talent of Moen such as "Hard as Nails."
Their second album "Garden of
Arms," released this past September,
was another illustration of the duo's
amazing music. This album explored
their talents in even more ways by
adding in another set of unique musi
cal elements. Across the board, Peter
Wolf Crier is sure to please the ears of
listeners, and grouped with artists such
as The Woods and Bon Iver, their show
will be a demonstration of musical tal
ent that will be a great kick-start to the
weekend.
Friday will feature Dirty Gold, yet
another great headliner. This native San
Diego threesome released their first EP
only a few months ago in April, but
their obvious talent and individualistic
sound has gained them deserving popu
larity, all at a very young age. Music

that Dirty Gold classifies as "Afro-Beat/ and every song is equally impressive.
Experimental/Beach-Pop/Surf
pop" Rapidly gaining attention in the indiecouldn't be classified as anything else. music blogging sphere, Lord Huron
Their music, especially with tracks like puts on a performance that is sure to
"California Sunrise," will have listen draw quite a crowd at the "Four Day
ers pressing repeat with easy-listening Weekend."
Wrapping up the event is Sun
tunes that are reminiscent of 60s beach
jams, but with a modern personalized day's headliner Real Estate. While the
feel with accompaniments from an name might not evoke an immediate
afro-pop guitar and xylophone. With response of excitement, especially for
their talent recognized so quickly, their business majors, their music will, es
performance at this year's "Four Day pecially when USD students discover
Weekend" could be an opportunity to that one of the group's most popular
see them before they are selling out songs is entitled "Beach Comber." No,
this track is not about Mission Beach
shows.
Ben Schneider, under his moniker residents' favorite establishment, but
Lord Huron, will be Saturday's can't- the song will still get listeners bob
miss headliner. His music is definitely bing their heads along. This indie-rock
something unique, with his folksy group from New Jersey released their
voice underlined by Afro-Caribbean first album self-titled "Real Estate" in
percussion and sound elements like November 2009 and since then have
subtle seagulls in the background. This put out consistently great works. With
is a musical experience worth listening a mellow summertime feel to their
to. Lord Huron's new and irresistible music, they will carry on the theme
sound led to appearances at major festi of easy, beach listening music sure to
vals such as Lollapalooza that exceeded make this year's "Four Day Weekend"
audience expectations. On stage, Lord quite a show, alongside eight other upHuron brings such a range of music, and-coming artists.

Petco Park hosts Deadmau5 to kick off Hallo-Weekend
By Allie Bright
Deadmau5 made it to San Diego
for his first ever stadium show and
blew away the crowd at Petco Park.
Deadmau5 is a Canadian electronic
music producer and is known
worldwide for the music he produces.
The Oct. 28 concert opened with
artists Feed Me, Motley Crue's Tommy
Lee, DJ Aero and Avicii. Each of the
openers entranced the crowds with
mixes of popular songs and amazing
light shows. When Avicii hit the stage
the crowd immediately went crazy and

it was very apparent he was a crowd
favorite. After what seemed like an
hour-long break after Avicii's set, the
highly anticipated Deadmau5 made
his appearance around 9 p.m.
The crowd went wild when
Deamau5 appeared on stage sporting
his signature mouse head. While
Deadmau5 usually sticks to electronic
beats, his set list had a few trance
numbers that engaged the crowd and
kept everyone going for a full two
hours.
Deadmau5's passion for his
music is displayed in each song he
plays during his sets. He kept the
crowd moving and surprised everyone

many times by taking off his mouse
head to pump up the crowd. For his
most famous song, "Ghosts N Stuff,
Deadmau5 changed his costume and
performed dressed as a ghost, which
was quite fitting.
Since the concert fell on
Halloween weekend, there were many
costumes to be seen. With plenty
of "Where's Waldo's" and do-ityourself mouse heads, the crowd was
an entertaining crew to say the least.
The only question was, didn't the
guy dressed up in a bear costume get
hot while dancing all night in a large
crowd?
Soma Theater was the original

venue for the concert, but that changed
after tickets sold out so quickly and the
need for a larger maximum occupancy
became obvious.
This was definitely an epic
move on behalf of the producers of
the show, because holding the venue
at Petco Park was a much more
enjoyable choice. Petco Park, which
holds approximately 42,000 people,
opposed to the Soma venue, which
holds approximately 2,400 people was
the perfect venue given the nature of
this concert.
Since it was outside, the looming
darkness complemented
by the
moonlight and a few stars added to the

spooky Halloween effect. The added
elements of the concert production
and lighting were almost too good to
be true.
The lighting effects of a show can
often make or break a concert, and it
was apparent that these lights made
the show for each artist's set.
The different colored lights not
only showed through the stage, but
also connected from all the seats all
over the park as well as the center of
the park.
While the park did have a noise
curfew, one of its few shortcomings,
there was a pseudo-after-party set up
at Voyeur just a few blocks away.
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Songkick can help
find the concert you've
been looking for
Bv Nadia Garas

Photo Courtesy of Mama Mia

Mama Mia: Bringing Florence to SD
By Ally Goodman
This quaint restaurant, nestled in
Pacific Beach, offers an Italian cuisine
experience like none other. Mama
Mia Italian Restaurant and Pizzeria is
owned and operated by 38-year-old
Cinzia Mezzetti from Milano, Italy,
who makes a point to establish the
homey environment of her restaurant
by taking customer's orders and helping
serve. This gives the impression that
the guest is being served straight from
Mezzetti's home kitchen. The menu is
overflowing with tantalizing options,
including three different types of
gnocchi.
Everything chef Cinzia cooks
is made from scratch, using only the
freshest ingredients. To start off there
are seven different types of bruschetta,
all made on homemade bread from a
traditional Italian recipe. Mama Mia
boasts a large spread, including risotto,

seafood, pasta and of course, pizza.
But don't go overboard too early in
the meal, because there are lots of
delicious dessert options including
crepes, tiramisu, gelato and nutella
cake—just to name a few.
For a large group, they offer a
family style menu with three different
set menu options all for under $30.
Happy hour spans from 4 to 6p.m.
everyday with 40 percent off any
appetizer with wine purchase. There
is no doubt about it, this place is
authentic.
But what really
makes it
outstanding is the cozy atmosphere that
makes the patron feel as if they were
dining in the heart of Italy, thousands
of miles across the pond. The indoor
patio is accented with subtle shubbery
and sparkling lights. It is the perfect
setting for a group outing as well as a
romantic date night. Senior Amanda
Amtz says it reminds her of being
abroad in Florence. "The food is

NOV 2
Minus the Bear
© Soma

NOV 5
The Parlotones
© Casbah

i

amazing and the owner coming out to
talk and take your order makes for a
really relaxed setting" Arntz said.
Chef Cinzia also has a personal
website and offers cooking classes to
anyone interested. She promises to
"let you taste the guilt-free pleasure
of traditional Italian food and bring it
to the comfort of your kitchen". The
classes are divided into 5 different
'sections', targeted to best meet
the customers needs. Taste of Italy
establishes the fundamentals of
Italian family style cooking and Dieta
Mediterranea teaches how to cook
healthy in line with the Mediterranean
Diet. Alternative classes include All
About Pasta, Solo Pizza, Practice and
More Recipes. All ages are welcome to
learn more about Cinzia's cooking style
and technique, the secrets that make
her restaurant so incredible. So for
the next dining out extravaganza visit
Mamma Mia and enjoy an undoubtedly
phenomenal experience.

Many
music
lovers
pride
themselves on being able to find a
concert or cool gig before anyone else.
Songkick, a new application offered
for the iPhone and iPad, is a gift from
the gods for all those concert-hungry
fans out there. It's free to install, and
this app is almost perfect.
First, Songkick scans the iTunes
on a user's mobile phone. Then, it
determines where exactly the user
is physically located and essentially
creates a concert calendar. This
means that if any of the bands in the
user's iTunes library are playing in
the user's area, it will alert them of
these concerts as soon as the artists
announce their concert dates.
These results fordifferent concerts
come from a database of over 100,000
concert listings worldwide, so this
app's search engine is surprisingly
thorough and comprehensive.
Songkick also allows more
than one location so that people can
not only be aware of concerts in
their current city, but also in their
hometown or somewhere else they
visit frequently. In addition, the app
provides a lot of detail about these
concerts, including venue, address,
dates, times and ticketing choices. It
also has a social media aspect, where
users can alert friends on upcoming
events via Facebook, Twitter, or
email.
Want to see who else is planning
on attending a concert? Songkick
tracks which friends are also
attending. There is an invite section
too, so if you want friends to go, all
you have to do is invite them through

NOV 8
Greensky
Bluegrass/Hot
Buttered Rum
Porter's Pub

the easy to use invite button.
Songkick has received glowing
reviews. It was the UK's iTunes App
of the Week, Cult of Mac's MustHave App and Billboard's App of the
Month. Launched in 2007, Songkick
received 100,000 downloads in the
first two weeks of its debut. The CEO
of the company Ian Hogarth won
the British Council's U.K. Young
Music Entrepreneur of the Year
Award in 2010. This year, Songkick
just partnered with YouTube for a
collaboration. In 2011, the company
hired Dan Crow from Google as their
CTO, and the company continues to
experience immense success.
The app has mostly grown by
word of mouth among music lovers,
and its main competitors as far as other
applications go are LiveNation and
Ticketmaster. However convenient
and resourceful as these other apps
are, Songkick is the only one able to
aggregate gigs from a wide variety of
artists, and from a user's own iTunes
library. When a concert has been
found that matches users' tastes, they
are notified via push notifications and
also via email.
Although it started in London,
Songkick's growth has been strongest
in the U.S. Users say they particularly
like being able to see what concerts
are playing in areas when they are on
vacation or just temporarily visiting.
Overall, Songkick is a must-have
app, especially for college students.
It's convenient, quick and enables
users to always access tickets before
a concert becomes sold out. But be
warned: although the app is free, it
might be tough on your wallet, as
there is almost always something
which will catch your interest.

NOV 10
EOTO
© Winton's
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Lotus
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Remembering
the greatest
World Series
of my lifetime

By Chris Hanneke
I'm a stubborn person. I'm also a
pretty negative person. My mom lec
tures me whenever she reads my col
umns, which thankfully isn't that often
because she is as proficient at working a
computer as Tim Tebow is at throwing a
football, and tells me that 1 shouldn't be
so cynical.
When I wrote a couple weeks back
that I thought the MLB Postseason was
lame, I got one of these speeches. But
the truth was, it had been a truly un
eventful postseason. All of my issues
with Major League Baseball were still
pertinent on the eve of the World Series
when there still wasn't one defining mo
ment that we would always have to talk
about for generations to come. So as she
lectured me, I sort of just shrugged it
off, as I do with just about everything
she tells me, and stood firm in my be
liefs.
Then the World Series happened.
And, well, oh my god. Seriously, oh my
god. That was such an awesome World
Series that it reminded why I used to
love baseball so damn much when I was
younger. The past five years had really
turned me off of the sport, mostly be
cause I hated how there was never any
thing truly memorable like, as I noted
in the column, the Bartman game, the
Pedro/Zimmer throwdown, etc.
But this series made up for what the
previous five-plus World Series lacked
all on its own. It started with St. Louis
Cardinals' slugger Albert Pujols being
questioned for failing to lead his team
and ducking the media after a Game
Two loss, which was made all the more
entertaining by his players awkwardly
defending him while also sending off
a "that's just Albert being Albert" vibe,
which has to be secretly terrifying for
Cardinals fans.
Then, in one of the great acts of re
demption in,sports history, Pujols went
off for three home runs and six RBIs
as the Cardinals pummeled the Texas
Rangers in Game Three. It was getting
exciting, and it was at this point when I
started to think maybe I had been wrong
that baseball had lost its mojo. Still, I
mostly just wrote it off, claiming Pu
jols' home runs all came after the game
was pretty much decided, so the perfor
mance wasn't all that legendary.
And that's when Derek Holland
dominated Game Four with the most
memorable World Series pitching per
formance since, well I can't even re
member when. The ovation Holland
received as he was pulled in the ninth
inning of the game was the most goosebump-inducing moment of the year in
sports.
Even after all of that, the storylines
still kept coming. Game Five was the La
Russa folly, when the sure-to-be Hall of
Fame manager's tendency to overmanage games came to a head and he almost
single-handedly ran his team out of a
chance to take the series lead.
It was at this point when I was just
about all in. In fact, I had a column all
written up about how much I was en
joying the World Series for last week's
issue. Except, I remembered that the last
time I ran a baseball column and sent
it to print before anything was decided,
my historically terrible MLB Postsea
son predictions were released on inno
cent eyes. So, I held off and figured I
could just run the same thing next week,
since the Rangers were sure to win any
way.
Game Six changed everything. Not
just in terms of the series. It reminded
not just me, but every other fan that had
lost interest in the sport in recent years,
why the sport of baseball, when at its
best, is unmatched in terms of drama.
The back-and-forth between the two
teams finally ended with David Freese's
walk-off home run in the 11th inning to
send the series to Game Seven.
The series ended innocently
enough, with the Cardinals capitaliz
ing on the momentum of that miracu
lous comeback, but even as it ended,
I remember feeling a genuine void
that baseball would be gone for a few
months. It was the first time I'd felt that
way about the sport in more than five
years.
I'm sure I'll find a way to think
of negative things to say when it starts
back up in the spring. That's just how I
am. But in the moment, not even a week
after the end of the greatest World Se
ries of my lifetime, I can honestly say
that for the first time in a long time, I
can't wait until Opening Day.
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LEFT: SophomoreTaylor Housley and Senior Stephanie Ochs embrace after a win against LMU on Oct. 23. RIGHT: Senior Elissa Magracia brings ball down the field. Magracia scored
scored USD's game-winning goal against BYU on Oct. 29.

Women's soccer stays hot by winning sixth straight
By Victor Sanchez
With wins over Gonzaga Univer
sity and Brigham Young University, the
University of San Diego women's soc
cer team extended its winning streak to
a season high of six. With a 3-0 shutout
win against Gonzaga last Thursday eve
ning and a huge 1-0 win against West
Coast Conference newcomers BYU, the
Toreros have propelled themselves into
first place in the conference.
The team has been on a hot streak
with a six-game winning streak with
one game left in the regular season.
With the wins, the Toreros improve to
11-7-0 overall and 6-1-0 in WCC play,
putting them just two points in front
of No. 10 Santa Clara University. The
recent success of the Toreros can be at
tributed to the steady guidance and play
of senior striker Stephanie Ochs, senior

midfielder Elissa Magracia and senior
defender Natalie Garcia. Ochs currently
leads the team with eight goals and 21
total points on the year, followed by
Garcia with five goals and 10 points on
the year. Magracia contributes to the
Toreros offensive production with three
goals and a team high of five assists for
12 total points on the year.
USD holds steady with a 15-4-0
all-time program record against Gon
zaga, outscoring the Bulldogs by an
impressive margin of 48-9 in their past
matchups. The Toreros bounced back
after falling to the Bulldogs this past
season in a 1-0 heartbreaker at home
on Oct. 22. In this week's game, Gon
zaga was outshot 9-1 in the first half.
Senior striker Stephanie Ochs had six of
the nine shots for USD in the first 45
minutes, but it was her passing ability
that helped the Toreros the most, as she
was credited with both assists on the

two goals of the first half. Ochs' first as
sist came at the 21:16 mark, when she
laid the ball off to freshman defender
Meghan O'Rourke, who was running
to the middle of Gonzaga's 18-yard
box. O'Rourke used Ochs as a shield
and found the bottom left corner of the
goal for the 1-0 advantage. Ochs then
beat her defender nearly seven minutes
later down the right flank and served
in a ball that was one-touched into the
goal by redshirt sophomore midfielder
Kelley McCloskey. It was McCloskey's
second goal of the season that put the
Toreros up 2-0. The Toreros were just
too much for the Bulldogs. Redshirt ju
nior defender Dani Russell put the icing
on the cake when she headed in a free
kick taken by senior Natalie Garcia. Af
ter the game the Toreros then traveled to
Provo, Utah to take on BYU.
The Toreros faced WCC newcom
er BYU for the first time in program

history. It was a game to remember.
Not only was it a thrilling 1-0 win over
BYU, but it also propelled the Toreros
into first place in the WCC. In the 55th
minute of play, the Toreros defense
cleared the ball down the left side of the
field in an attempt to reach Ochs. How
ever, a BYU defender got a leg on it and
redirected into the center of the field,
where Magracia then took control of the
ball, split a pair of defenders and rifled
off a shot that was saved by the Cou
gar goalkeeper. The rebound came back
to Magracia who fired off another shot
that was blocked by the BYU defense.
On the third attempt, Magracia had no
trouble burying the ball into the back of
the net to give USD the 1-0 victory.
The University of San Diego
women's soccer team returns home for
a nationally-televised showdown with
No. 10 Santa Clara at Torero Stadium
tomorrow at 6 p.m. on ESPNU.

Photo by Laura Wetherell

Redshirt senior Erika Wesley dribbles the ball around a LMU defender on Oct. 23.
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LEFT: Sophomore Rachel Alvey serves ball against BYU on Oct. 1. RIGHT: Junior Carrie Baird plays the net against LMU on Oct. 15.

Women's volleyball loses two but bounces back
More lunar eclipses in the past 23 months than volleyball losing streaks
By Scott Brace
Over the last week a half we have
seen a lot of unexpected events hap
pen in the world of sport.
Of course we all saw the St. Louis
Cardinals rally from a potential season-ending pitch, not only once but
twice, to then go on and capture per
haps the most exciting World Series
in recent memory. For the duration of
this seven-game series, baseball be
came fun and earned the right to be
called by its real name, Major League
Baseball, rather than the pun that so
characterized it in the past, Major
League Boredom.
Shortly after the miracle at Busch
Stadium there was the 0-6 Rams of the
same city of St Louis, which surprised
everyone, including themselves, by
thrashing the New Orleans Saints in
a win that even the most optimistic of

St Louis fans would never have pre
dicted. Just a week earlier the Saints
had pummelled the Indianapolis Colts
in a bizarre 55-point victory on Sun
day Night Football. After watching
the Saints-Colts game, it's hard not to
believe that Peyton Manning will be
the first player to win the NFL's MVP
award without taking a single snap.
How can he not?
Over in Europe, Manchester City
put an absolute beatdown on their
cross-town rivals, Manchester United.
It was the Red Devils' first loss at home
in over a year and biggest defeat since
1930. Strangely enough, though, the
6-1 score line was not even the most
peculiar thing about the contest. Only
hours before kickoff, City striker Ma
rio Balotelli accidentally set his house
ablaze when he and a few friends let
off fire works from the bathroom of
his $4.5 million mansion. Remark
ably, the Italian forward was able to
escape the inferno and go on to score

twice, sending City 5 points clear at
the top of the league. In a real comi
cal twist of events Balotelli has since
signed himself up to become the front
man of a fireworks safety campaign.
In the golfing world, Englishman
Luke Donald stunned American Webb
Simpson by birdying 6 holes in a row
on the back nine of his final round
in the Children's Miracle Network
Hospitals Classic. Not only did this
remarkable comeback win the tourna
ment for Donald, it also won him the
PGA Tour's money title, a seven-digit
bonus from his sponsor Ralph Lauren
and has given him the opportunity to
be the first player ever to win both the
PGA Tour and European Tour money
lists in the same year. This feat guar
antees that Donald will end the season
with no less than 13 million dollars in
earnings. The man is a walking ATM.
But perhaps the most astounding
of all sporting events of the past 12
days, especially to those students who

regularly follow Toreros athletics,
would be the USD women's volleyball
team losing two matches in a row.
Of course, this comment is made
in jest, but at the same time there is a
still a lot of truth behind it. Back-toback defeats are so rare for the Tore
ros that there have been more lunar
eclipses in the past 23 months than the
team has had losing streaks. The lunar
eclipses lead this category 3-2.
Unfortunately for USD, the cur
rent losing streak came at quite an
important time in the season. First up
were West Coast Conference leaders,
Pepperdine, which beat the Toreros in
straight sets. This defeat was then fol
lowed by a loss to Saint Mary's in a
game that was being broadcast nation
ally on ESPNU.
Although the game may have pro
vided entertainment for those watch
ing from the comfort of their arm
chairs at home, the 3-2 loss really put
a damper on USD's chances of a WCC

crown. Additionally, it robbed the To
reros the chance to strut their stuff, so
to speak, in front of an audience much
larger than just those in attendance at
the JCP.
Like most bizarre results in sport,
USD's losing streak didn't continue
for too long, as they were able to re
lieve much of their frustration against
University of San Francisco only three
days later. Much like the Saints beatdown of the Colts, the Toreros crushed
USF from the get-go, winning in four
sets and improving to 23-3 on the sea
son.
As recent days have shown,
anything can happen in sports. That
doesn't mean you should bet on the
Rams to win the Super Bowl. You
can't afford to take that risk. You're
not Luke Donald.
It just means you can't rule any
team out, especially those like USD
volleyball that have a championship
close within reach.

Men's soccer's road woes continue in Bay Area
Toreros remain in contention for WCC title despite 1-4 record away from home
By Tyler Wilson
The USD men's soccer team is a
lackluster 1-4 on the road this season.
In spite of this road record, the Tore
ros are still tied for second place in
the West Coast Conference and have a
chance to win it all. But to do that, the
Toreros will have to rid themselves of
the road woes that have plagued them
all season.
"They have to be tougher on the
road," head coach Seamus McFadden
said of his team. "They have to have a
different mindset on the road and need
to duplicate the toughness they have at
home on the road."
This toughness is evident in the
Toreros' 6-2-1 home record and their
ability to adapt to different lineups that
have resulted from the plethora of in
juries they have been dealt this season.
Senior starting forward Stephen Posa
has been dealing with a pulled ham
string for the majority of the season.
Redshirt junior defender David Arm
strong had to be left at home for the To
reros' most recent road trip and redshirt
sophomore midfielder Daniel Meade
has also been injured. There have also
been a number of other players injured
throughout the season, leaving the To

reros with a lack of consisten
said.
cy in their lineups and thus, a
To counter USD's lack of
lack of time spent perfecting
execution, USF scored in the
on-the-field chemistry.
21st minute and 44th minute
This lineup incon
of play, ridding USD of any
sistency has been one of the
momentum to help their come
reasons that the Toreros have
back hopes in the second half.
not faired well on the road.
Junior midfielder Conor
A young team with minimal
Mcfadden led the Toreros with
experience, especially away
three shots against the Dons,
from the comforts of home,
but could not put any of them
is going to have its highs and
in the net because of USF
lows.
goalie Brendan Roslund's 11
"At home we battle
saves. The Toreros' lack of ex
like crazy," McFadden said.
ecution on the offensive side
"Every time I think we have
of the ball spilled over to the
turned the corner we have
defense, which allowed four
shot ourselves in the foot."
goals.
The Toreros shot
"We made two bad mis
themselves in the foot twice
takes and gifted them two
this past weekend in the Bay
goals," McFadden said. "But
Area, losing 4-0 at the Uni
that's the way it goes."
versity of San Francisco Dons
At least that's the way it's
on Friday and 4-1 at the Uni
been going so far this season.
Photo courtesy of USD Athletics
versity of Santa Clara Bron Elijah Galbraith-Knapp scored the weekend's only goal for USD. It did not get any better against
cos on Sunday after a 10-day
Santa Clara.
rest. The Toreros have not lost by four
Despite losing, the Toreros outGoals in the fourth and 20th min
goals since 2004, when they lost 4-0 to shot both the Dons and the Broncos. utes by the Broncos gave the Toreros
the then No. 4 UCLA Bruins.
They outshot the Dons 18-10 and the a sense of deja-vu, but defender Elijah
"You would think the 10-day lay Broncos 14-12.
Galbraith-Knapp, who has been moved
off would have helped us," McFadden
"We had six breakaways against up to midfield because of injuries,
said. "But it hurt us more than helped USF and it was unbelievable that we stopped this deja-vu momentarily. He
us."
didn't finish any of them," McFadden scored in the 19th minute of play to put

the Toreros within one goal at a score
of 2-1. But just five minutes later the
Broncos scored, making the score 3-1
and crushing hopes of a Torero come
back. Santa Clara scored once more in
the 47th minute, finalizing the score at
4-1.
USD has not been able to put to
gether a consistent lineup all season
and this has been hindering their abil
ity to produce consistent results. But
nonetheless, the Toreros have lacked
the execution needed to win games.
"We are the best playing team in
the conference," McFadden said. "Oth
er coaches have told us that, but you
have to be able to execute."
USD still has four more WCC
games left on the season, starting with
their last homestand of the year against
the Gonzaga University Bulldogs to
morrow at 2 p.m. and the University
of Portland Pilots on Sunday, also at
2 p.m. These two games will give the
Toreros another opportunity to take
control of their own destiny and put
themselves atop of the conference.
"We need to win the next two
games and figure it out from there,"
McFadden said. "But as a coach you
can't ask for more than to have a chance
to win the conference. This weekend is
a defining moment in our season."
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Should Bill Grier be judged by the improbable 2008 run?
GRIER, continued from Front Page
graduate assistant.
"It was a great opportunity for me
to go to the college level," Grier says.
Grier lived with Monson and
Few in the same house for five years.
When former Gonzaga head coach Dan
Fitzgerald stepped down, it was Monson
who took over and Grier and Few who
both moved up a spot. Then, following
an Elite Eight appearance in 1999, Mon
son left to pursue the job at University
of Minnesota, while Few took the head
coaching spot and Grier became his top
assistant.
Coming to San Diego
In March of 2007, USD made the
decision to fire then-head coach Brad
Holland, ending a 13-year career that
took the program to its first NCAA Tour
nament in 16 years during the 2002-03
season. The firing came after Holland's
team finished the season 18-14, but
failed to compete with the top-tier teams
in the West Coast Conference.
At the time, athletic director Ky
Snyder told the San Diego Union-Tri
bune "What we want to do with our
program is to get it to where we're com
petitive in the upper quartile of our con
ference. We need to make the move to
make that happen."
Snyder saw the possibilities of mak
ing this happen in Grier. "Bill represent
ed what we were looking for," Snyder
said in an e-mail. "He had a leadership
role in a successful program and under
stood and supported student-athletes. He
had the character and commitment that
we were looking for."
It's not that Grier never had chances
to go somewhere else during his stint at
Gonzaga, it's just that nothing seemed
to fit him right. Besides, he had already
been pinged as the coach-in-waiting,
and had it in writing that should Few
ever leave, the Gonzaga job was his. But
after 16 years with the program, it be
came more and more clear that if Grier
ever wanted to fulfill his dream of being
a head coach, it would probably have to
be at a school other than Gonzaga.
"Knowing Coach Few most likely
would never leave Gonzaga," Grier said,
"I knew I had to leave in order to fulfill a
dream of becoming a head coach."
There were a few things, he says,
that sold him on USD, but the two big
gest reasons he made the decision to fi
nally leave Gonzaga after all those years
were Snyder and USD President Mary
Lyons.
"They both have a vision for the
university, athletics and specifically for
men's basketball that excited me," Grier
said.
Assistant coach Mike Burns had
been a longtime friend of Grier's when
he got a phone call from him shortly af
ter Grier accepted the USD job.
"I was at the University of Idaho at
the time," Burns said, "and Bill was the
No. 1 reason I decided to come here to
join the staff."
As Grier finished compiling his
staff, he knew he still had a long way to
go to get his team ready to compete with
the top teams in the conference as Sny
der had envisioned. Neither could have
expected such swift results.
The Shot Heard 'Round San Diego
Devin Ginty remembers being in
the locker room before the Toreros were
set to take the floor against the heavi
ly-favored UConn Huskies during the
now-infamous 2008 Tournament game.
It was the biggest game that anyone on
the team had ever been a part of, and the
nerves were setting in, as the team began
to realize they were taking on a presti
gious team in the Huskies that had been
down this road many times before.
Grier was going over the scouting
report with his players when he walked
up to the whiteboard with the confidence
of a man who had also been here before,
which he had, many times, during his
stint at Gonzaga. Grier wrote down a list
of names of the board as the players read
them. The list included names like Ray
Allen, Richard Hamilton, Emeka Okafor
and many more, Ginty recalls.
"He wrote [the names] and told our
team that these were not the guys we
would be playing," Ginty said. "It was a
creative detail that really made our team
realize that the game was very winnable,
and we went out onto the floor with a
positive mindset that led us to a team
victory."
It was in moments like this that
Grier's experience in big games was a
valuable asset, especially to a team that
included such young players, including
Ginty, who was just a freshman at the
time.
"During our 2008 run he did a great
job at being an experienced leader,"
Ginty said. "We were all really excited
and caught up in the moment of each
game, but his previous experience in
big game situations was a big factor
that helped us stay focused on the task
at hand and not get too ahead of our
selves."
While his players responded to his
message on the whiteboard, Grier still

had his reservations as to whether or not
the team could actually pull off the un
thinkable and upset UConn. "Put it this
way," he says as a grin crosses over his
face, "I convinced our guys they could
win. Now, on paper, I didn't like our
chances."
As the game grinded along and
USD refused to go away, Grier did his
best to stick to the gameplan and not get
too far ahead of himself. But when the
time came for Jackson to make the shot,
he acknowledges that much of it was out
of his control.
"There's a lot of times where it's
that few seconds where you just, as a
coach, kind of try to let them go and
make a play," Grier says. "Our guys ex
ecuted the play well, but the bottom line
is De'Jon had to make a pretty spectacu
lar individual play to get it over a 6-foot9 guy."
The storybook season ended the
next game when the Toreros fell to
Western Kentucky, but an appearance in
the second round of the NCAA Tourna
ment was more than anyone could have
expected from Grier in just his first year
with the program.
Snyder remembers how exciting
that season was not just for the team,
but for the entire San Diego community.
"It was great to see our students, the
campus and the San Diego community
get behind the program," he said. "Our
students in Tampa Bay were great to be
around and you felt the energy that suc
cessful athletics can bring to a univer
sity."
It's clear as Grier retells the story
how important that season is to him. But
the excitement in his voice quickly dis
sipates as he reaches the next part of his
story, as he knows how it has played out
since, and he knows where the conversa
tion will ultimately be headed from here.
Trying to Get Back
"I don't think the general fan under
stands how hard it is not just to get to the
tournament, but once you get there, to
get back the next year," Grier says.
Coming off the 2007-08 season,
expectations for the program were at
an all-time high. The Toreros were re
turning every player that played an in
tegral role on the NCAA Tournament
team, and many fans and experts were
already penciling them in for another
appearance, something Grier believes
may have affected his players' mindsets
heading into the year.
"They had a bunch of people,
people in the media, in the community,
in their ear saying 'hey you've got ev
erybody back, you guys are going to
the Sweet 16,'" Grier recalls. "Quite
honestly, some of my worst fears were
realized with how they handled things
despite repeated discussions with them
about how you handle yourself on and
off the floor."
Though Grier does not get into the
specifics of who or what was being mis
handled, he is clear about one misfor
tune that kept them from delivering on
what many felt was sure to be another
WCC championship season.
"We had an unfortunate injury with
Brandon Johnson's Achilles," Grier
notes, "and we struggled to a .500 re
cord. But I wonder what we would have
been like had Brandon been healthy.
I think we would have won 20-plus
games that year."
Brandon Johnson was the star of
USD basketball. He had the ability to
take over games like few, if any, in the
program's history had ever had before.
By the end of his career, he was all-time
leader in points and assists in a career
for USD basketball. Losing Johnson was
not just devastating because of what he
brought in terms of points and assists,
but also in terms of what he brought as
the leader of the team.
So when Johnson returned the next
year, the team began to click and was
rolling along in much of the same way
it was two years prior. They opened up
with a win against a prestigious program
in Stanford, and added a win in a tour
nament in Alaska against a team that
eventually went on to play in the NCAA
Tournament that season, University of
Houston.
Then, just as things seemed to be
going smoothly, the team took a trip to
Riverside, and never fully recovered
from the fallout of that game.
The Riverside Game
A sound of disappointment comes
over Grier's voice as he reaches this
point in the story. It's obvious he's had
to tell it many times before, and he
sounds almost embarrassed at what he is
about to say.
Grier takes pride in working as a
molder of men, helping his players grow
not just on the court, but off the court
as well.
Ryan Harbour played for Grier from
2007-2011 and now works with him as a
video coordinator on the coaching staff,
so he knows what Grier expects from his
players. "He's not a coach who will just
play a kid because the kid can play ball,"
Harbour said. "The kid has to perform
off the floor also and be ready for real
life. "Molder of men" is exactly it."

Ginty, Burns and Snyder all express
similar sentiments on Grier's passion for
providing players with all the resources
they need to succeed beyond their play
ing days. Knowing this, it isn't surpris
ing that Grier would express such dis
appointment when recalling a moment
when his players failed to meet his ex
pectations.
On Dec. 4, 2009, USD held a
19-point lead over UC Riverside with 13
minutes to play when, seemingly out of
nowhere, the wheels started to come off.
There was a technical with five minutes
to play, countless missed shots and a
turnover with eight seconds left in the
game, all of which resulted in a 58-55
win for Riverside in a game that Grier
feels the Toreros never should have lost.
The team was never able to recover
that season and went just 6-18 from that
game forward, resulting in an unimpres
sive 11-21 final record.
"We had a bit of an issue with some
personalities, postgame," Grier says.
"That created come strife internally and
kind of divided our team, and we really
struggled after that point. I always point
to that game as kind of a turning point."
A Clash of Personalities-Scandals for
USD Basketball
As Grier reaches this point in the
story, it becomes clear that this was the
part he was least looking forward to
reaching in the discussion. But just as
the Jackson shot is an integral piece of
the story of Bill Grier, so too are the two
scandals that have clouded his reputa
tion since.
Trumaine Johnson was a point
guard for the 2007-08 team. He as
Photo by Anne Brady
sumed the starting role for the final 15
Bill Grier looks on as hs team practices on Oct. 14 inside the Jenny Craig Pavilion.
games of the season and led the team to
a 12-3 record over that stretch, including abundantly clear at this point just how VA Hospital Children's Cancer wing to
the WCC Championship Game and the much he does value his work in helping name a few.
"It can be a moving and inspiring
his players make good decisions, and
UConn game.
In March of 2009, Johnson filed a he seems to take the scandal personally experience for our players and staff,"
lawsuit against the University of San since he was unable to prevent it from Grier says. "When you meet a kid diag
Diego accusing the institution of ra happening. "I look at guys who were nosed with cancer that has an uncertain
cial discrimination and racial profiling. here before, during that time and guys future, and that kid is upbeat and posi
Grier was also a defendant in the case, that are now in the program," he says as tive when you meet them, it is very in
as Johnson accused him of unfairly sus his voice softens, "and it's kind of had spiring."
In spite of all of this, as Grier noted,
pending him twice and giving false rea an affect all of them. That weighs on
he knows that it is still winning games
me."
sons for the suspensions.
Snyder did not comment on whether that will do the most to change the per
The case is still not entirely re
or
not
Grier's job was ever in jeopardy ception of the program in light of the
solved, but according to USD General
Counsel Kelly Douglas, Johnson's law during that time, but Grier's demeanor scandal.
yer withdrew from the case earlier this and word choice seem to reflect his un
A Chance for Atonement
year, so Johnson decided to proceed by derstanding that with the scandal, which
representing himself. Recently, "The came just over a month after the team
"[Winning] can help," Grier says of
Court granted in its entirety a motion concluded a miserable 6-24 season, he
the
future
and how to change the pub
was
and
continues
to
be
walking
a
fine
to dismiss filed by the individual de
fendants," Douglas said, "resulting in line. Still, he refuses to see this year as lic discussion from constantly revolving
the dismissal with prejudice of three in holding any extra importance for him around the betting scandal. "It's not go
dividuals, including Coach Grier, from than any of the previous ones. "I think ing to make it go away. It can help them
the lawsuit. The University continues they're all important," he says. "In this forget, though."
As Grier begins to talk about the
to vigorously defend the claims that re profession, you have to win."
current
team and how his players have
Grier
also
understands
that
win
or
main."
Johnson did not respond to a re lose, the scandal will always be a part of responded to the adversity, his tone
quest for comment, nor did several of the story of his tenure at USD. "I think shifts to an optimism that is unlike any
his teammates who were also contacted that's human nature," he says with a sur thing heard up to this point.
"This is the best character of any
with requests for comment. Ginty and prising tone of confidence, suggesting
Harbour similarly declined comment on that even while it will be talked about, team I've had," he says. "My first couple
the matter, including whether or not they it won't affect his ability to coach. "The of years we had some characters. I think
felt there was a divide in the locker room fact that this is probably going to lin we have good character now."
He expects the team can surprise
between players like Johnson and the ger on for several years before it ever
some
people, but also knows just how
reaches
finality,
I
don't
think
in
every
rest of the team, as well as coach Grier.
Johnson was no longer with the article, but it's going to get brought up difficult the competition will be in the
team by the time of the Riverside game, throughout the year and throughout the increasingly-competitive West Coast
Conference. He understands that in pre
however, so whatever divide Grier refer next couple years."
dicting how the year will play out, most
ences following that game did not per
people want some type of a win total,
"Daddy's Home"
tain to him.
but it isn't about any specific number for
But the Riverside game has become
Also on the wall by Grier's desk, Grier. It's simply about building on what
a hot discussion topic in regards to the
second scandal of Grier's tenure, the one just underneath a photo of USD students they started last year.
"[We need to] play with purpose,
rushing the court presumably following
that occurred in spring of this year.
to
compete
and battle," Grier says. "So
the
WCC
Championship
Game
victory
Grier was at his home one April
morning when he heard a knock on his in 2008, is a shelf full of pictures of his many of those games last year, we led
door. It was the FBI, and they had re wife and two daughters. Though the sto with 16 minutes to go in the game. Now
ceived information that a former USD ry of Bill Grier is incomplete without it's time to take the next step and finish
basketball player was involved in the both the shot and the scandals, Grier is those games. Part of it was youth. Part of
fixing of an NCAA game for money. The also quick to point out that his family is it was conditioning."
just as much a part of his coaching ca
player accused was Brandon Johnson.
Here and Now
That case is also far from resolu reer as anything else.
"I have a wife that has a tremendous
tion and, thus, Grier cannot comment di
It's hard to imagine a higher point
rectly on the matter. And while the game understanding of what I do," he says.
Johnson was accused of fixing was not "She is extremely supportive of what in the history of USD basketball than
the Riverside game, that hasn't stopped I do and she is very involved with our that of the moment depicted in the pic
the speculation that the game which Gri program and our team. To have a spouse ture that hangs over Bill Grier's desk.
er describes as a "turning point" in the that isn't like that, I can't even imagine." Similarly, it's hard to imagine a lower
As a coach that has been through point in the history of USD basketball
program may have been fixed.
so
much
in his career, he is grateful than that of the betting scandal that still
"Whether that stuff had happened
that
he
has
two daughters to keep him hangs over the USD men's basketball
or not," Grier says, "I had always point
program.
ed to that. I even said something about grounded. Just as the picture of Jackson
That such highs and lows happened
it to the media, maybe about a month reminds him of the highs he has expe
in
the
tenure of one coach is fascinat
rienced
as
a
coach,
the
pictures
of
his
later, about how that game was kind of a
daughters remind him of the highs that ing in itself. That they happened in just
tough turning point for us."
a four-year span is simply unbelievable.
Grier is careful in choosing his fatherhood has brought to him as well.
On the one hand, it's unfair to hold
"I
think
my
daughters
give
me
re
words, knowing what a delicate sub
Grier
up to the impossibly high standard
ally
good
balance
because
they
have
no
ject he is dealing with. Still, he recalls
the trials of that week. "It was the worst idea if you've won, lost, whatever when that the Jackson shot set. On the other
week of my professional life," he says as you walk in the door," Grier says. "It's hand, it's equally unfair to hold him too
he pauses to reflect briefly before con just, 'Daddy's home!' It's refreshing be accountable for being the coach during
tinuing. "It was the hardest thing I've cause it gives you perspective on life. a betting scandal that, arguably, could
ever had to go through, and it was the Sometimes you go through stretches have happened to anybody, especially
hardest thing these guys have ever had when everything's just about that next when seemingly everyone around him
game or how you performed, so having knows that his biggest focus continues
to go through."
to be helping his players succeed off the
The betting scandal made USD the two daughters has been good for me."
court.
It
is
in
talking
about
his
family
that
talk of national media for the better part
A day will come when that picture
of a week, and while those discussions Grier's genuine attitude becomes most
focused on the bigger picture implica highlighted. Talks of scandal and losing is taken down. It could be the day he is
tions of gambling in sports, locally, it will likely dominate the public discus forced to pack up his things, or it could
fueled discussion as to whether or not sion about Grier for the foreseeable fu be the day when Bill Grier decides to
this the last straw for Bill Grier at USD. ture, but he knows that, in his daughters, hang a picture of the newest moment
After all, these were some pretty big he has all that he needs to stay focused that depicts the program at an even
higher point than it ever reached before.
transgressions by players of a coach that on what is most important.
Until then, the picture stays hang
Grier also keeps himself, and his
seemed so focused on helping his play
ing
in
its place, a constant reminder of
ers make good decisions off of the court. team, active in the community, working
what
has
shaped Bill Grier's tenure to
a
lot
with
underprivileged
youth
in
pro
This is where Grier appears most
disappointed, in the affect the scandal grams like Boys and Girls Club, Poway date, and all that remains possible to
has had on his players. It has become Challenger League, JDRF walk and the achieve once more.

